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Resumen

Existe normalmente el propósito de obtener la mejor solución posible cuando se plantea
un problema estructural, entendiendo como mejor la solución que cumpliendo los requisitos estructurales, de uso, etc., tiene un coste físico menor. En una primera aproximación
se puede representar el coste físico por medio del peso propio de la estructura, lo que permite plantear la búsqueda de la mejor solución como la de menor peso. Desde un punto
de vista práctico, la obtención de buenas soluciones —es decir, soluciones cuyo coste sea
sólo ligeramente mayor que el de la mejor solución— es una tarea tan importante como
la obtención de óptimos absolutos, algo en general difícilmente abordable. Para disponer de una medida de la eﬁciencia que haga posible la comparación entre soluciones se
propone la siguiente deﬁnición de rendimiento estructural: la razón entre la carga útil que
hay que soportar y la carga total que hay que contabilizar (la suma de la carga útil y el
peso propio).
La forma estructural puede considerarse compuesta por cuatro conceptos, que junto
con el material, deﬁnen una estructura: tamaño, esquema, proporción, y grueso. Galileo
(1638) propuso la existencia de un tamaño insuperable para cada problema estructural —
el tamaño para el que el peso propio agota una estructura para un esquema y proporción
dados—. Dicho tamaño, o alcance estructural, será distinto para cada material utilizado;
la única información necesaria del material para su determinación es la razón entre su
resistencia y su peso especíﬁco, una magnitud a la que denominamos alcance del material.
En estructuras de tamaño muy pequeño en relación con su alcance estructural la anterior deﬁnición de rendimiento es inútil. En este caso —estructuras de “talla nula” en
las que el peso propio es despreciable frente a la carga útil— se propone como medida
del coste la magnitud adimensional que denominamos número de Michell, que se deriva de la “cantidad” introducida por A. G. M. Michell en su artículo seminal de 1904,
desarrollado a partir de un lema de J. C. Maxwell de 1870. A ﬁnales del siglo pasado,
R. Aroca combinó las teorías de Galileo y de Maxwell y Michell, proponiendo una regla de diseño de fácil aplicación (regla GA), que permite la estimación del alcance y del
rendimiento de una forma estructural.
En el presente trabajo se estudia la eﬁciencia de estructuras trianguladas en problemas estructurales de ﬂexión, teniendo en cuenta la inﬂuencia del tamaño. Por un lado, en
el caso de estructuras de tamaño nulo se exploran esquemas cercanos al óptimo mediante
diversos métodos de minoración, con el objetivo de obtener formas cuyo coste (medido
con su número de Michell) sea muy próximo al del óptimo absoluto pero obteniendo una
reducción importante de su complejidad. Por otro lado, se presenta un método para determinar el alcance estructural de estructuras trianguladas (teniendo en cuenta el efecto
local de las ﬂexiones en los elementos de dichas estructuras), comparando su resultado con el obtenido al aplicar la regla GA, mostrando las condiciones en las que es de
aplicación. Por último se identiﬁcan las líneas de investigación futura: la medida de la
complejidad; la contabilidad del coste de las cimentaciones y la extensión de los métodos
de minoración cuando se tiene en cuenta el peso propio.
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Abstract

When a structural problem is posed, the intention is usually to obtain the best solution,
understanding this as the solution that fulﬁlling the diﬀerent requirements: structural,
use, etc., has the lowest physical cost. In a ﬁrst approximation, the physical cost can
be represented by the self-weight of the structure; this allows to consider the search of
the best solution as the one with the lowest self-weight. But, from a practical point of
view, obtaining good solutions —i.e. solutions with higher although comparable physical
cost than the optimum— can be as important as ﬁnding the optimal ones, because this
is, generally, a not aﬀordable task. In order to have a measure of the eﬃciency that
allows the comparison between diﬀerent solutions, a deﬁnition of structural eﬃciency is
proposed: the ratio between the useful load and the total load —i.e. the useful load plus
the self-weight resulting of the structural sizing—.
The structural form can be considered to be formed by four concepts, which together
with its material, completely deﬁne a particular structure. These are: Size, Schema, Slenderness or Proportion, and Thickness. Galileo (1638) postulated the existence of an
insurmountable size for structural problems —the size for which a structure with a given
schema and a given slenderness, is only able to resist its self-weight—. Such size, or
structural scope will be diﬀerent for every diﬀerent used material; the only needed information about the material to determine such size is the ratio between its allowable stress
and its speciﬁc weight: a characteristic length that we name material structural scope.
The deﬁnition of eﬃciency given above is not useful for structures that have a small
size in comparison with the insurmountable size. In this case —structures with null size,
in which the self-weight is negligible in comparison with the useful load— we use as measure of the cost the dimensionless magnitude that we call Michell’s number, an amount
derived from the “quantity” introduced by A. G. M. Michell in his seminal article published in 1904, developed out of a result from J. C. Maxwell of 1870. R. Aroca joined
the theories of Galileo and the theories of Maxwell and Michell, obtaining some design
rules of direct application (that we denominate “GA rule”), that allow the estimation of
the structural scope and the eﬃciency of a structural schema.
In this work the eﬃciency of truss-like structures resolving bending problems is studied, taking into consideration the inﬂuence of the size. On the one hand, in the case of
structures with null size, near-optimal layouts are explored using several minimization
methods, in order to obtain forms with cost near to the absolute optimum but with a signiﬁcant reduction of the complexity. On the other hand, a method for the determination of
the insurmountable size for truss-like structures is shown, having into account local bending eﬀects. The results are checked with the GA rule, showing the conditions in which it
is applicable. Finally, some directions for future research are proposed: the measure of
the complexity, the cost of foundations and the extension of optimization methods having
into account the self-weight.
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Prefacio
Este trabajo se inscribe en una línea de investigación orientada a desarrollar una teoría
del diseño de estructuras cuyo objetivo es obtener información acerca de la eﬁciencia
de las soluciones estructurales desde los estadios iniciales de diseño. Esta línea concreta
de investigación fue iniciada hace ya más de cuatro décadas en el antiguo Departamento
de Estructuras de Ediﬁcación de la ETSAM (actualmente dentro del Departamento de
Estructuras y Física de la Ediﬁcación de la UPM), siguiendo el impulso de los profesores
Ricardo Aroca y José Luis de Miguel.
Los avances que se han ido produciendo durante el período de realización de la presente investigación han ido contrastándose mediante su presentación como artículos en
publicaciones relevantes y ponencias en congresos internacionales. Estos artículos se han
publicado en inglés, por lo que mis directores de tesis, aprovechando esa circunstancia,
me propusieron redactar el trabajo completo también en inglés, con objeto de posibilitar
una mayor difusión de sus resultados, y sobre todo, de la teoría ampliada del diseño que
tiene en consideración el efecto del peso propio, que siendo bien conocida en el ámbito
académico de la ETSAM, es prácticamente desconocida fuera de ella. Mi domino del
idioma inglés es, digamos, no muy grande, por lo que durante gran parte de la escritura
de este trabajo me he sentido come un cammello in una grondaia a la hora de redactar
el mismo. Mi agradecimiento a mi hija Cristina por su ayuda en la corrección del texto
en inglés; aunque todos los errores existentes, y por supuesto los referidos a la redacción
del texto, son evidentemente responsabilidad mía.
Quiero expresar mi agradecimiento a mis directores de tesis, Jaime Cervera Bravo
y Mariano Vázquez Espí, por la paciencia y generosidad que han mostrado conmigo,
que han ido mucho más allá de las que corresponderían a sus labores de dirección. Al
profesor José Luís Fernández Cabo he de agradecerle su lectura del texto y las apreciaciones críticas que ha realizado sobre el mismo, y al profesor Joaquín Antuña Bernardo
su orientación precisa en las cuestiones reglamentarias.
Mi agradecimiento especial a mi mujer, Ascensión, por su apoyo constante.

C.E.O.R.

Madrid, 2015
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Spanish aerocar over the Niagara River, Ontario, Canada. Photo by Ad Meskens.

1896 Leonardo Torres Quevedo, an Spanish engineer, patents a system for an aerial cableway.
1904 Anthony George Maldon Michell, an Australian engineer, publishes the article titled “The Limits of Economy of Material in Frame-structures”, now considered a
milestone of the theory of structural design.
1907 Torres Quevedo designs and builds the Monte Ulía aerial tramway in San Sebastián.
1914 Torres Quevedo designs and builds the Spanish aerocar, over the Niagara River,
with a very similar solution to that of San Sebastián. It is in operation since 1916.
1958 The work of Michell, unnoticed since its publication, becomes to be known thanks
to the works of H. L. Cox and W. S. Hemp.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
A general way to present a structural problem is to describe it as a set of forces —the
loads that must be supported— plus a set of supports on the ground, being the geometry
of both sets well deﬁned. To solve this problem is to ﬁnd, for some given materials, a
volume geometry inside an allowed spatial domain that results in a resistant, stiﬀ and
stable mechanical structure, under the total load supported —which includes the selfweight of the structure—. The volume geometry has to include all the materials required
in the supports. The function of the structure is, from this point of view, to provide the
way to connect loads and reactions at the supports.
Generally, there are multiple solutions to the same problem, although usually, the
purpose is to obtain the best possible solution, or at least, a good solution. As each solution solving the same problem must fulﬁll safety and stiﬀness requirements, the comparation term must be the physical cost, being the preferable the solution that requires a
lower cost.
An optimization problem to solve the structural problem
As a ﬁrst approach, the physical cost can be represented by the self-weight of the structure,
as many cost during the manufacturing —but not all— are approximately proportional
to the self-weight of the structure: CO2 emissions, mineral resources consumption, etc.
Thus, the problem of obtaining the best solution to a structural problem becomes the
problem of obtaining the acceptable structure with the lowest self-weight being a solution
to that problem. Note that, in general, the values of the reactions depend on the form of
the structure, and thus, the diﬀerent cost of foundations must be taken into consideration
in a sound account of the total cost.
The search of structures with lesser self-weight represents an important part of any
structural design theory: the methods to solve the corresponding optimization problem
are basic tools in the development and aplication of those theories. Generally, a structural
problem so presented leads to a constrained functional optimization problem.
Structural efficiency
Nevertheless, obtaining optimal absolutes —a problem that is generally not aﬀordable—
is a less interesting task for the structural designer than the design of solutions not too
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far to that optimum2 . For this purpose, and as a second approach, we need to manage
a measure of the eﬃciency. We will use a simple deﬁnition of structural eﬃciency3 in
analogy with the deﬁnition of eﬃciency in thermodynamics4 as the ratio between the
useful load and the total load needed to support this useful load —i.e. the useful load
plus the self-weight resulting of the sizing of the structural design:
rD

Q
useful load
D
<1
useful load C self-weight
QCP

(1.1)

Therefore, the value of the eﬃciency so deﬁned is always lower than unity.
Description of the structural form
We will now to introduce the size as a magnitude that determines the eﬃciency of a
structural solution. For this purpose, we present a description of the structure form that
Ricardo Aroca developed through his long academic career in the School of Architecture
of Madrid. This description uses a collection of relevant concepts —from a philosophical
point of view— (see Cervera Bravo and Vázquez Espí, 2011), leaving aside parameters
usually appearing in the literature, as topology and geometry5 .
These are the followings: size, proportion, schema and thickness (Fig. 1.1).
– Size is the main length of the structural problem. For bending problems, is the
span.
– Proportion or slenderness is the ratio between the main dimension and the maximum perpendicular dimension, i.e., the proportion of the minimum rectangle that
can be traced totally including the structure.
– Schema is the essential form of the structure, independently of its size and its proportion, from which particular geometries can be obtained through aﬃne transformations6 .
2 Because

of the condition of not aﬀordability, also because the cost of the process of design must be
taken into account, and, as will be seen later, because of the ﬂat characterization of the neighborhood of the
optimum region of the solutions.
3 See e.g. Cimadevila and Gutiérrez (2002) and Señís et al. (2015) for similar deﬁnitions, where the following expression is used: Rr D ˛  Q
P , being ˛ an adjustment coeﬃcient that permits to handle numerically
the results. In our deﬁnition, no adjustment is needed, being the result always lower than unity.
4 The thermal eﬃciency is deﬁned as the quotient between output energy and input energy. A related
reference is made by Cox (1965, p. vii), where the eﬃciency of absolute optimal structures —without taking
into account self-weight as part of the whole load, as we shall see— is compared with the Carnot eﬃciency
as an unattainable limit of eﬃciency.
5 For example: The unknown quantities in a layout problem are: a) the topology of the configuration,
describing the spatial sequence of conectivity of members and joints; b) the location of the joints and the
shape of centroidal axes or middle surfaces between them, and c) the cross-sectional dimensions of the
members, these three problems are referred to as a) ‘topological’, b) ‘geometrical’, c) ‘sizing’ (Rozvany,
Gollub, and Zhou, 1992, p. 437). Other researchers propose related descriptions; e.g. for Cimadevila and
Gutiérrez (2002) the design parameters for girders with predeﬁned typologies are: a) kind of triangulation
(typology), b) module size, and c) height.
6 The pertinent results for this subject point to the strong relevance of the skewback layout at supports
for the eﬃciency. (Diﬀerent skewback proportions lead to diﬀerent schemata)
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(a) Size

(b) Proportion

(c) Schema

(d) Thickness

Figure 1.1: A description of the structure form using a set of four relevant concepts from the
point of view of the eﬃciency.

– Thickness, or sizing law, is the required reference cross-section, being the rest of
sections linked to this one by strength capacity ratios for the equilibrium of the
internal forces. This parameter, once all the previous are ﬁxed, has negligible
marginal inﬂuence on the eﬃciency: a solution of double thickness resists double load all other conditions being equal if we are not considering local buckling.
As an example of the usefulness of this conceptual characterization of the structure,
we can introduce the Optimal Slenderness Theorem (see p. 18), established by R. Aroca
ca. 1994 for the subset of problems for which all loads are parallel, that allows to improve
any feasible solution whose slenderness is not optimal through the application of aﬃne
transformations (Cervera Bravo, 2011; Cervera Bravo, Vázquez Espí, and Vázquez Espí,
2015, pp. 176–182).
Insurmountable size and structural size
Galileo (1638) postulated the existence of insurmountable sizes for structures7 , as well
as the relationship between the size of a structure and its ability to resist a useful load:
for example, let us imagine a cylindrical stone column, at the limit of its resistance only
as a result of its self-weight8 . We name structural scope of the cylindrical columns to the
height (L) of this column, which cannot resist any additional load, hence being null its
7 Proposition

VII, Second Day, Discorsi e Dimostrazioni Matematiche.
existence of this limit is in essence due to the square-cube law that describes the relationship
between the volume and the area as a shape’s size increases or decreases, and that Galileo described as
follows: It is not possible to diminish the surface of a solid body in the same ratio as the weight, and at
the same time maintain similarity of figure. For since it is clear that in the case of a diminishing solid the
weight grows less in proportion to the volume, and since the volume always diminishes more rapidly than
the surface, when the same shape is maintained, the weight must therefore diminish more rapidly than the
surface. But geometry teaches us that, in the case of similar solids, the ratio of two volumes is greater
than the ratio of their surfaces (Galileo, 1638, First Day). It should be noted that this principle, as it has
been pointed out by Petroski (1992), has been anticipated as early as in Vitruvius (1st century BC): In some
machines the principles are of equal effect on a large and on a small scale; others cannot be judged of by
models. Some there are whose effects in models seem to approach the truth, but vanish when executed on
a larger scale, as we have just seen. With an auger, a hole of half an inch, of an inch, or even an inch and
a half, may be easily bored; but by the same instrument it would be impossible to bore one of a palm in
diameter; and no one would think of attempting in this way to bore one of half a foot, or larger. Thus that
which may be effected on a small or a moderately large scale, cannot be executed beyond certain limits of
size. (Vitruvius, Book X). The principle is applicable not only in engineering problems, but also in biology
(see e.g. Thompson, 1917).
8 The
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eﬃciency. A useful column with the same base must have therefore a height L smaller
than L. This new column can resist an additional useful load Q, the value of which
is at most the weight diﬀerence between the two columns. According to the previous
deﬁnition of eﬃciency:
L
L L
D1
D1 t
(1.2)
r
L
L
We deﬁne structural (or relative) size (t ) as the ratio between the height L of a column
and its scope L. This structural size t can have values between 0 and 1. The structural
size determines the maximum reachable eﬃciency: the eﬃciency for a null size is always
the unit, as the self-weight is null; when the value of the structural size is the unit, the
eﬃciency is always zero, as the corresponding size is the structural scope for this form and
the useful load that can be resisted is null; for intermediate sizes the maximum eﬃciency
are among these two values. We name Eq. (1.2) Galileo’s rule.
We deﬁne load cost (k) as the inverse of eﬃciency, hence always higher than unity.
Then, the self-weight of the column is:
P D .k

with k D

1/ Q

1
r

(1.3)

Let us deﬁne the material structural scope .A/, a characteristic length, as the ratio
between the admissible stress and its speciﬁc weight (Cervera Bravo, 1990). This amount
is the only information about the material that we will need to obtain the structural scope
of the structure itself, besides its geometry and the useful load distribution to be supported. In the case of cylindrical columns, the scope of the columns is the scope of the
material: let f be the admissible stress of the material, and let A be the area of the crosssection; equating the strength capacity of the column base to the weight of the column of
maximum height, we obtain fA D LA (where  is the speciﬁc weight of the material).
Then:
f
LD
DA
(1.4)

Here we will consider analogously the existence of an insurmountable size or scope
for truss-like structures, which for a given type of bar depends on material scope, schema
(S) and slenderness():
L D L.A; S; /
(1.5)
The above deﬁnitions of structural size and load cost are general.
Measuring the efficiency in null structural size problems
If the materials used allow very large scopes with regard to the size of the structural problem considered —that we can say a null structural size problem—, the proposed deﬁnition
of eﬃciency is close to the unit, and then, does not provide a meaningful measure; and
although the self-weight of the diﬀerent solutions of the problem can be measured, it
does not increase the ﬁnal total load that the structure has to bear as it is negligible when
compared to the useful load. Nevertheless, if other proportional cost to the self-weight —
for instance: consumption of fossil fuels, consumption of materials, or CO2 emissions—
are considered, we have, again, an useful measure for these costs. This realm is where
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(a) Full plane

(b) Half plane

Figure 1.2: Michell optimal solutions for the problem of a centered point load with two vertical
reactions.

the Maxwell or Michell ideas —introduced below— should be placed; they were little
worried about the self-weight as a cost but they were interested in the other self-weight
proportional or related costs.
When the self-weight is not accounted as part of the forces loading the structure, we
can consider from the beginning the structural problem setting the values of the forces
acting at the supports. We name Maxwell’s problem9 the problem so deﬁned, —i.e. a
set of given external forces in equilibrium, and that includes here not only the useful
load but also the reactions at the supports—. Similarly, we name Maxwell’s structure to
that one which solves a Maxwell problem with elements working uniaxially, in tension or
compression, and we name strict structure the Maxwell structure in which all its elements
are strictly designed so that the whole volume is undergone to stresses whose absolute
values are the allowable stress of the material.
Maxwell showed that for two of those structures solving the same problem, the difference in cost is proportional to the diﬀerence in the stress volume V, deﬁned as:
X
VD
(1.6)
jej `

where e is the value of the internal force in each element of the structure and ` its length.
This is an essential magnitude in the theory of structural design (see Cervera Bravo,
2011).
Later Michell10 (1904) showed that the volume —and thus the self-weight— of a
structure is minimal if its stress volume V is also minimal. Also he found a suﬃcient
condition so that a strict Maxwell structure would be an absolute minimum, from which
some optimal layouts are derived (e.g. see Fig. 1.2).
Here we follow to Cervera Bravo and Vázquez Espí (2011) for the deﬁnition of
Michell’s number (): the dimensionless ratio between the stress volume of a structure
9 James

Clerck Maxwell (1831-1879), a Scottish physicist known by its classical theory of electromagnetism. In “On reciprocal ﬁgures, frames and diagrams of forces” presents —with the properties of the
reciprocal ﬁgures (the forces diagram, known as “Cremona” or “Maxwell’s diagram”)— the theoretical basis for the determination of structural physical cost .
10 Anthony G.M. Michell (1870-1959), an Australian mechanics engineer, known for his contributions
to ﬂuids mechanics.
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and the product of the total useful load times the size of the problem (the height in the
case of columns, the span for beams, etc.):
D

V
QL

(1.7)

We will use this magnitude as a measure of the cost of each feasible solution for a given
problem11,12 . The details of Maxwell and Michell approach will be examined in Chapter 2.
Combining the theories of Galileo and Maxwell and Michell
As we have seen, the contributions of Maxwell and Michell on the measure of eﬃciency
do not take into account the self-weight as part of the total load. R. Aroca (see Cervera
Bravo, 1990, 1989; Cervera Bravo and Vázquez Espí, 2011; de Miguel Rodríguez, 1974;
Fernández Cabo, 1998) joined the theories of Galileo and the theories of Maxwell and
Michell: given a Maxwell problem and a structure with stress volume V that solves it,
the volume and the self-weight of such structure are:
V D

V


V D QL

P D V D

V
QL
D
A
A

(1.8)

But previous expressions are only accurate for the null size, since they do not take
into account that the self-weight must also be equilibrated. So for structures with t > 0:
V ¤ QL

and

P ¤

QL
A

(1.9)

Usually the distribution of self-weight will be diﬀerent to the useful load, but in many
cases of interest (for example, in many bending structures) both distributions can be represented by distributions of similar forces. We can then estimate the scope of the structural
form as the size L D L for which the structure just resists its self-weight, without possibility of adding any additional load. It results then the following approximate expression,
substituting the useful load Q by the self-weight P in the last side of last expression into
Eq. (1.8):
PL
A
P 
)
L
(1.10)
A

11 The Michell number is equivalent to the “indicator of volume”, one of the two so-called “morphological

indicators” introduced by P. Samyn (see e.g. Samyn and Latteur, 2000; De Wilde, 2006). The other one is
the “indicator of displacement”, also a dimensionless number, proportional to the maximum displacement
of the structure.
12 It can also be cited the work of Frei Otto (1998) on the “lightweight principle”, resumed in three main
concepts, named TRA, BIC and œ. At this point we are interested in the ﬁrst one. TRA is a measure of ‘load
transportation’, distinguishing among several types: e.g. extern, intern and relative. The ﬁrst one is deﬁned
as the summation
of the products of the absolute value of the loads by its
P
P distance to the nearest support:
TRAa D jQjjsj; the second one
is
directly
the
stress
volume:
TRA
D
jej `, being the relative TRA the
i
P
P
quotient TRAr D TRAi =TRAa D jej `= jQjjsj, whose value is then proportional to the Michell number
just deﬁned. The two other concepts are also directly related with another concepts here introduced: some
diﬀerent variants of BIC can be directly related to structural scope (L) or to material scope (A), and œ is a
measure of the “slenderness” of the solution.
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These expressions are the Aroca rule. Substituting the last expression in (1.2), we
have the following rule for the eﬃciency, which we name here GA rule, honoring both
Galileo and Aroca, (see Cervera Bravo, 1990, p.78):
r 1



L
A

(1.11)

This estimate of the eﬃciency will be exact for linear structures whose distribution of
self-weight is isomorphic to useful load distribution. In any other case it will be only an
approximation whose usefulness must be proved. Besides, the rule ignores local eﬀects
of the self-weight. The GA rule points out that structural eﬃciency depends essentially
on two properties: the material scope A and the Michell number  of the shape.
Optimal forms and efficiency taking into account the self-weight
As it has been indicated, the above rule is an approximation; the tools derived from
Maxwell and Michell’s theory cannot be used directly when the self-weight has to be
taken into account:
– Globally: Maxwell’s problem cannot include self-weight as a load, as that weight
is not determined until the structure is completely deﬁned.
– Locally: we cannot manage strict structures as deﬁned before, as they will be only
strict with the meaning that the structure is dimensioned strictly only in a point of
the volume of the element, as stresses, generally varies along the volume of the
bar because of the local bending due to the self-weight.
The problem of eﬃciency taking into consideration self-weight implies two initial
questions:
– The relative eﬃciency of diﬀerent shapes —understanding here shape as the composition of given scheme and slenderness—.
– The inﬂuence of the size on the eﬃciency for each given shape.
The conﬂuence of these both questions could permit to place the coupled problem
about the relative eﬃciency of the diﬀerent forms for diﬀerent sizes considering the selfweight. For that, for each family of forms described by a bounded set of parameters in
which every possible load and support are included, it should be possible to obtain the
form with the largest scope, and the inﬂuence of these parameters on the form, on its
scope and on its eﬃciency.
Objectives
The main objective of this work is to expose and to explore the presented concepts through
its application in a simple bending problem, examining the variation of the eﬃciency
when the size of the problem varies. On the one hand, the exploration of the region of
the space of the solutions with an eﬃciency near to that of the optimum solutions is posed
for null size structures, in order to ﬁnd forms with a lower complexity that permits the real
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use of such forms as a guide for the design. On the other hand, it is proposed the testing
of the validity of the GA rule, by means of an exact method for the estimation of the
structural scope in truss-like structures, in order to ﬁnd its usefulness and its precision.
***
A brief resume of the chapters that compound this work is exposed below.
The Maxwell & Michell approach to structural design
A brief historical background of this theory is presented. Two diﬀerent basic approaches
are exposed: the “free loading” approach, that deals with problems with given loads and
reactions, and the “ﬁxed boundary” approach, that deals with problems with given kinematic conditions. Finally, a minimal set of deﬁnitions and theorems for a complete formal description of the Maxwell and Michell theory is presented, with the aim to provide
a brief reference on these concepts to the reader.
Near-optimal solutions. The full plane domain
Sokół and Rozvany (2012) have found a solution that with great probability is the optimal
one for the two load problem. Taking into account the small diﬀerence in cost of this
presumably optimal solution with other numeric solutions of simpler geometry obtained
previously by means of the simulated annealing algorithm (SA), to obtain more accurate
solutions for near-optimal layouts is proposed.
The benchmark and the proposed near-optimal layout are impossible to build in a
practical way, because they have an inﬁnite number of bars, but the proposed layout holds
a complexity low level, where a fan with an inﬁnite number of straight bars limited by an
arc substitutes to a mesh of two curved directions with an inﬁnite number of arches.
A semianalytic method is used: the analytic expression of Michell’s number is obtained, that depends, among other parameters, on the form of the arc of the layout, i.e.
depends on a function (and its derivatives). The functional is approximated in three
diﬀerent ways from better to worse accuracy of approximation: through a polynomial
aproximation, and adjusting the curve of the arc to an arc of ellipse and an arc of circle,
respectively. On this way the functional optimization problem is transformed into an optimization problem with parameters that can be solved numerically. The results are close
to the benchmark, being better as closer of the center of the schema are the loads.
Near-optimal solutions. The half plane domain
It is the same problem exposed in the previous chapter, although here it is restricted to
the superior half-plane domain, a situation that can be considered more realistic from the
point of view of the designer of structures.
In this case, Sokół and Lewiński (2011a), have presented the presumably optimal
solution to this problem, and as the case below, the layout of the benchmark includes two
curvilinear families of inﬁnite bars in a mesh in contrast with the fan with inﬁnite straight
bars of this work.
Nonetheless, the method employed to obtain the near-optimal is now diﬀerent: in
this case an exact analytic method is employed, managing the optimization of the form of
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the arc of the layout by means of variational calculus. Besides, an additional discussion
about the possibility of non-smooth points in the geometry is introduced, showing that
the optimum for this near-optimal topology cannot have any of these points.
Once the problem is solved, it is extended with the inclusion of horizontal forces
acting in the supports of the original Maxwell problem. These forces can correspond to
reactions in the supports, as passive forces originated by friction between foundations
and ground, or they can correspond to active applied forces.
Finally, in order to obtain solutions with cost close to that of the benchmark but with a
major reduction of its complexity, an exploration released by means of SA of the optimal
layouts is exposed, including a restriction of the maximum number of nodes.

P

P

P

P
P

P

P

P

(b) Half plane (Sokół and Lewiński, 2011a)

(a) Full plane (Sokół and Rozvany, 2012)

Figure 1.3: Benchmark solutions for the two loads problem, when the loads are placed at a
quarter of the span

On the insurmountable size of truss-like structures
A method for the determination of the insurmountable size for truss-like structures of a
given material is shown, being the ﬁnal objective to obtain the eﬃciency of these structures once the structural scope is known.
Three types of bars are considered: catenary bars with circular cross-section, straight
bars with rectangular cross-section, and straight bars with hollow rectangular cross-section.
The method is in essence as follows: let be a structural problem, deﬁned by a set
of useful loads and by a set of supports, being deﬁned at the supports the part of the
reactions due to the useful loads. We can suppose that we have solved the ﬁnal problem
that includes the self-weight of the bars. Then, this weight represents some additional
loads to the set of loads in respect of the original problem that can be introduced using
statically equivalent forces at the ends of the bars. Global equilibrium equations between
the set of forces applied at the nodes and the internal forces in each bar13 are the same for
both sets of loads (useful loads and equivalent forces due to self-weight). For each bar,
two coeﬃcients are deﬁned, being each of them the ratio between the equivalent weight
at each end of the bar and the internal force in the direction deﬁned by the ends of the
bar. With these deﬁned coeﬃcients another set of equations is obtained, relating the
13 Actually,

they are the internal forces in the direction deﬁned by the ends of the bars, because as we
have said, we use curved or straight bars.
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equivalent weights at the end of the bars with the internal forces in the direction deﬁned
by the ends of the bars. Combining these two sets of equations, we obtain the relation of
the useful loads with the internal forces. When the structure, due to its size, cannot resist
more than its self-weight, the useful loads must be null. As a consequence, we obtain an
equation whose minor real solution is the insurmountable size for this structural form.
The method as here is exposed is subjected to the following restrictions:
– The useful loads are forces applied at the nodes,
– the bars are of constant cross-section,
– the internal forces for both set of forces have the same sign,
– the material has the same absolute value of allowable stresses in tension and compression, and ﬁnally,
– buckling of compressed bars is not taken into consideration.
The method is applied as an example to the two point loads problem for a given
schema. A comparison of the results obtained by means of this method is done with the
GA rule (Eq. (1.11)).
Conclusions
The conclusions of this study are shown, as well as directions for future research.
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Chapter 2

The Maxwell & Michell approach to
structural design
2.1 Historical background
Maxwell (1870, pp. 175–177) showed that in a system of points in equilibrium under the
action of “attractions” and “repulsions” 14 , the sum of the products of each attraction by
the length which it acts is equal to the same sum applied to the repulsions. Then, assimilating a frame to a set of internal forces overlaid to a set of loads and reactions, indirectly
he described an invariant for all the solutions to a structural problem so deﬁned15 : the
virtual work of the external forces when the space undergoes an uniform contraction that
reduces it to a point.
Later Michell (1904) returns to Maxwell’s work, and explicitly shows the above invariant; demonstrates that the volume of a strict structure solving a Maxwell problem is
minimum if the sum of the products of the absolute value of the internal force of each bar
by its length —i.e. its stress volume following the deﬁnition of the previous chapter—
is minimum, and shows a suﬃcient condition for the volume of a structure that solves
a given Maxwell’s problem to be an absolute minimum into the geometrical domain in
which the structure can exist. Then he shows certain structure classes that fulﬁll the indicated condition, showing a geometric condition for non-trivial frames: “. . . those whose
bars, both before and after the appropiate deformation, form curves of orthogonal systems”. In the last part of his paper, Michell shows, through the aplication of the mentioned
theorem and condition, which are the optimal forms for some Maxwell’s problems. For
example, for the bending problem consisting of a vertical load placed in an equidistant
position between two reactions, he showed the very well-known solutions for the full and
half plane (Fig. 1.2, p. 5).
Michell’s condition for optimal structures is the existence of a virtual strain ﬁeld that
can be imposed to the structure, such that the members of the structure matching with
the directions of maximum and minimum strains of that ﬁeld, whose values are k and
k respectively. If this ﬁeld exists, then the structure is an optimum, independently the
14 I.e.

internal forces of tension and compression.
a set of forces in equilibrium, including actions and reactions; following the nomenclature of the
preceding chapter, a Maxwell problem.
15 I.e.
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properties of the materials. The structure is optimal referred to the domain where can
be deﬁned the test strain ﬁeld. Note that Michell’s theory is built on Maxwell’s theory,
and thus, they are not deﬁned supports or kinematic conditions, but a set of forces that
includes the reactions.
The resulting optimal structures are characterized by its orthogonality and by the
existence of continua regions with an inﬁnite numbers of elements. Layouts based on
Michell’s theorems and conditions, or with some similarities with those layouts —inﬁnite
number of bars, orthogonallity— become now a category, being known as “Michell
trusses”, “Michell nets”, “Michell frames”, and so on. Prager introduces the term “trusslike continua” as a generalization of Michell frames, for structures in which some regions, bars of inﬁnitesimal cross-sectional area have an inﬁnitesimal spacing (see Prager
and Rozvany, 1977). Cited in Querin, Victoria, and Martí (2010), Prager says about such
structures: “while this type of structure is not practical, it is useful in the evaluation of
the eﬃciency of more practical designs”. Rozvany, Sokół, and Pomezanski (2014), say:
“classical Michell trusses are not practical because they usually have an inﬁnite number
of members, ignore buckling, consider one load condition only, and are as a rule unstable
mechanisms. However, they constitute a classical field, which has been investigated by
many researchers. Michell trusses are also used regularly as benchmarks for checking on
the validity of various numerical methods”.
Michell’s work remained unnoticed for about a half century. But after that time,
H. L. Cox, warned by prof. Foulkes of the Cambridge University, read Michell’s paper
and realised its theoretical importance (see Hemp, 1958, p. 2). In the following years,
researchers as Cox (1958; 1965), Hemp (1958), Chan (1960), Owen (1965) and Parkes
(1965) began to disclose and to put into mathematical format the work of Michell. Hemp
(1973) presented an optimality criteria, now depending on the allowable stresses of the
materials in tension and compression, and subject to the kinematic conditions imposed by
the supports of the structure. Rozvany (e.g. Rozvany, 1984), presents a derivation of the
Prager-Shield theory of optimal plastic design using the notion of “structural universe”,
obtaining a relaxation of the conditions of the Michell test strain ﬁeld in some speciﬁc
regions. Later, (e.g. Rozvany, 1996), presents his “optimality criteria”, which conﬁrmed
those of Hemp.
This optimality criteria, depending on the kinematic conditions of the problem, becomes the current point of view of most researchers, relegating the Michell suﬃcient
condition to a particular case of this other approach (or directly indicating an error in
Michell’s derivation (see e.g. Rozvany, 1996; Querin, Victoria, and Martí, 2010)).

2.2 The “free loading” and the “fixed boundary” approaches
But, actually, there is not any shortcoming in Michell’s theory. Following Cox (1965) we
can deﬁne two diﬀerent type of structural problems, depending on its deﬁnition: on the
one hand, the “free loading” problems, that corresponds with the here named Maxwell
problem, i.e. the reactions are known and are independent of the structure layout; on the
other hand, the “ﬁxed boundary” problems, with imposed kinematic conditions (i.e. with
deﬁned supports), and thus, in general, with unknown reactions that must be determined
by structural analysis, with values depending on the layout. Both classes have a common
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subset of problems, those of the statically determinate kinematic conditions in the ﬁxed
boundary approach. Michell’s theory belongs to the free loading approach, and the presumed shortcomings are derived from a wrong attempt to apply it to problems depending
on kinematic conditions.
The researchers that rediscovered Michell’s theory already warned of the diﬀerent
nature of the two approaches:
This result suggest that in some design problems a lighter structure might be
obtained by adding loads to make the best “minimum” structure possible,
rather than by using a Michell structure. It must be remembered, nevertheless, that the reactions such as those at [fixed supports], are in any case
carried by some other bodies acting as structures and the true picture of the
economy achieved should include the abutments (i.e. their cost). (Owen,
1965, p. 64)
When the supports are actually fixed, the nature of the design problem is
vitally altered. The direction of the reactionsP
at the supports are then determined in part by the structure itself, so that FNi rNi is variable, and Clerck
Maxwell’s lemma, where still true, is of no use. (Cox, 1965, pp. 95–96)
This is the “ﬁxed boundary” drawback: the ﬁxed support cost is different for each solution, and thus, the comparison between solutions is not possible taking only in consideration the cost of the structure and ignoring the cost of the supports16 . Recently, Rozvany
and Sokół (2012) have extended the optimal layout theory of Prager and Rozvany (1977)
trying to ﬁll this shortcoming, but it seems that the simple case of a foundation with
friction forces is not covered by the new approach (Vázquez Espí, 2013).
Here, we are mainly interested in the “free loading” formulation, because all costs
are considered17 .
16 There are many examples in the literature in which solutions to ﬁxed boundary problems are presented

as optimal without account the cost of the supports: e.g. in Rozvany (1996) it is shown the optimal solution
to a very simple non-Maxwell problem without considering such additional support cost; in Hemp (1974)
and in its revision by Pichugin, Tyas, and Gilbert (2012) the cost of foundations corresponding to a layout
for the problem of an uniform load between two pinned supports —i.e. a non-Maxwell problem again— are
also not taken into account; or ﬁnally, in an example not corresponding to the optimality theory, in Sánchez,
Escrig, and Rodríguez (2010), where a very interesting work referred to the so called ‘reciprocal frames’
designed by Leonardo is presented, in one of the cases shown (section 4 of the referred paper) solutions with
and without restricted displacements in support nodes are compared, again without the repercussion of the
corresponding support costs.
17 A more technical basis for this approach can be shown noting that no Dirichlet boundary conditions
are speciﬁed for displacements, being the opposite the exact meaning of Cox’s expression “ﬁxed boundary”.
Its use is not restricted to trusses, see, for example the work of Bouchitté, Fragalà, and Seppecher (2011) on
structural optimization of plates. As these authors point out, a free loading problem “is not relevant if the
load F is not balanced”, falling again in the essential assumption of Maxwell and Michell works. It is worth
to note that when numerical methods are used for ﬁxed loading problems, Dirichlet conditions equivalent
to statically determined conditions are used (so the problem can be ran with standard programs), but these
conditions can be freely imposed in any points, not necessarily in reaction points, because only internal
forces are required. Perhaps the belief that Maxwell or Michell works are restricted to statically determined
trusses stems from this purely practical issue (see e.g. Rozvany, 2011).
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2.3 A formal description of Maxwell and Michell’s theory18
A brief but complete set of deﬁnitions and theorems relating to Maxwell and Michell
theory is introduced with a contemporary terminology.
Definition 1 Maxwell problem: to find a feasible structure for a given set of known,
external forces in equilibrium. Each external force must be determined in position, direction and magnitude. (Maxwell 1870, pp. 173, 176–177)
The given forces are generally the union of given loads and selected reactions to equilibrate them. The number of reactions can be less than, equal to or greater than the number
of global equilibrium equations (e.g., 3 in 2D-space) provided that they are fulﬁlled by the
complete set of given forces. There are no kinematic conditions, i.e., no displacements
are imposed (Hemp, 1958, p. 2). Let us stress that neither Maxwell nor Michell used the
term ‘reaction’, but ‘external force’, ‘given force’, etc. Maxwell conceived this approach
to compare structures that require the same foundation, so its cost can be accounted later
as it is constant for all the feasible structures and makes no diﬀerence among them. Let
us notice that to consider the self-weight ever leads to a non-Maxwell problem, because
the self-weight is not given until a structural solution is considered.
Definition 2 Maxwell structure: Any set of internal forces —defined by their magnitude ‘e’ (taking compression as negative) and their two application points, being ‘`’ the
distance between them—, such that added to the external forces of a structural problem
to form a complete set of internal and external forces, this latter satisfies that every subset
of all the forces acting at the same point has a null resultant. (Maxwell 1870, p. 161)
Generally, the cost C of any design is the sum of the cost of foundations Ce —depending
on the reactions— and the cost of the structure Ci —depending on the internal forces. But
for a Maxwell problem, with constant reactions, the variation of the cost only depends
on the latter, i.e., ıC D ıCi , because ıCe D 0. This is the insight that Maxwell annotated
in three short paragraphs of his paper of 1870 and Michell discovered and put in plain
mathematics in 1904.
Definition 3 Maxwell number M of a Maxwell structure: the negative of the virtual
work done by the internal forces P
when the space
R undergoes a homogeneous deformation
that reduces it to a point, M D i ei `i D e d`. (Maxwell 1870, p. 177)

Lemma 4 (Maxwell’s Lemma) The Maxwell number of all the structures that solve a
given Maxwell problem is constant. (Maxwell 1870, p. 177; Michell 1904, Eq. (1); Owen
1965, p. 50: “static constant”)
By the virtual work principle the internal work of all Maxwell structures equals the work
of the given external forces. Hence, the Maxwell number M is a constant property of
each Maxwell problem. This is not the case for “ﬁxed boundary” problems with statically
undetermined kinematic conditions. This lemma is also known as “Maxwell’s theorem”
(Hemp, 1958, p. 3, Eq. (1)).
18 The

contents of this section is an excerpt, with some additions, of Cervera Bravo, Vázquez Espí, and
Vázquez Espí (2014).
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Definition 5 Quantity or stress volume V of a structure: V D

P

i

R
jei j`i D jejd`.

“Quantity” is the name used by Michell (1904, Eq.(3)). The “stress volume” denomination arises from the fact that jej` D jjA`, being A the cross-sectional area of a typical
truss bar and  its stress, hence V can be viewed as the stress volume of the framework. Other denominations have been used: “structural work” (de Miguel Rodríguez,
1974), “intern load transportation” (Otto, 1998), “absolute pertinacity” (French, 1999)
and “load path” (Baker et al., 2013). The stress volume can be separated in the tension
V C and compression V contributions, so that V D V C C V , which we will use in the
following.
This quantity was deﬁned by Michell for straight bars, but this notion can be generalised for a curved Rbar C . Let be z D L.x./; y.// the parametric deﬁnition for the
path of the bar and C a deﬁnite integral operator such that:
Z q
Z
ds D L
`D
x 02 C y 02 d
(2.1)
C

C

where ` is again the length of the bar, ` > 0. The bar has an internal force (stress
resultant) e D .ex ; ey /. Let us deﬁne the measure VC for a curved bar as:
Z
Z
Lje  dzj
(2.2)
je  Ldzj D
VC D
C

C

As e and dz are parallel vectors, we can compute this quantity by means of:
Z
Z
jj
jey y 0 jd D VCD C VC
jex x 0 jd C L
VC D L

(2.3)

C

C

being V D and V jj respectively the horizontal and vertical components of the stress volume
respectively19 .
Corollary 6 The Maxwell number is the difference between stress volumes of tension
and compression, M D V C V . (Maxwell 1870, p. 176; Michell 1904, Eq. (1))20
Corollary 7 In any Maxwell problem, any feasible variation of a feasible solution is such
that the variation of tension volume equals the compression one: ıV C D ıV . (Parkes
1965, p. 163)
As an immediate consequence, a direct way to enhance a fully-stressed design is to reduce
the tension volume (or the compression one) by means of changes in its schema or in
its slenderness (or in both), because so the other component and the total volume are
automatically reduced.
19 The resolution of the stress volume in V C and V , or in V D and V jj allows to simplify some calculations, being very important for the characterization of optima, as it can be seen e.g. in the Optimal
Slenderness Theorem, see p. 18.
20 It follows from this, that if V C is zero, V is constant (or vice versa), and this result implies that
structures in which all members are in compression or all members are in tension are optimal independently
of how the struts (or ties) are arranged. Due to this, in some papers, trusses with all its members in tension
or in compression are named ‘Maxwell trusses’ (see e.g. Melchers, 2005, p. 86), in our opinion not a very
accurate expression, and that must not be confused with our previous deﬁnition of ‘Maxwell structure’.
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Lemma 8 (Michell’s Lemma) For any cost Ci defined as Ci D kC V C C k V with
kC  0, k  0 and kC Ck > 0, ıCi D 0 , ıV D 0 holds for a Maxwell problem,
i.e., the solution of minimal V will be of minimal Ci . (Michell 1904, Eq. (3); Hemp
1958, p. 4, Eq. 7.)
The geometrical volume of a fully-stressed truss is V D V C =fC C V =f , where fC
and f are the allowable stress of tension and compression respectively. In fact 1=f is the
geometrical volume per unit of stress volume, i.e., 1=fC , 1=f are unitary costs. A similar deﬁnition can be given for structural weight (being the unitary costs C =fC ;  =f
and denoting  the speciﬁc weight of used materials), embodied energy of materials,
etc. A key diﬀerence between “free loading” and “ﬁxed boundary” problems arises from
this Lemma. In the former an optimal Maxwell structure has the same shape for any Ci
(Cox, 1965, p. 116). In the latter the shape of the optimum solution depends on the proportion between unitary costs of tension and compression (Srithongchai and Dewhurst
2003, Pichugin, Tyas, and Gilbert 2012).
Although Michell (and many other authors later) developed the layout theory considering the geometric volume as the functional to be minimized, we will use in the sequel
the stress volume V. Any other cost Ci will be computed as (Cox, 1965, p. 87, Eq.(121)):


1
kC C k
kC k M
Ci D f.kC C k /V C .kC k /Mg D
V 1 C
(2.4)
2
2
kC C k V
Michell’s theorems
Let  be a ﬁnite, strictly positive strain. Let D be the set of bounded, continuous displacement ﬁelds d such that the strain "d of the ﬁeld d at all points and directions of the
considered domain, , fulﬁlls j"d j  d . Let S be the set of all Maxwell structures for
a Maxwell problem enclosed into .
Theorem 9 (Michell’s first theorem)
8.d; A/ 2 DS W

Wd
 V.A/
d

(2.5)

where W d is the virtual work of the given external forces of the Maxwell problem when
the domain  undergoes the displacement field d . (Michell, 1904, p. 590).
Hence, if we deﬁne:
(

Wd
Wd 2D
ƒ D sup
d
d

)

 inf fV.A/ W A 2 Sg ;
A

(2.6)

ƒ is a lower bound of V, named “the limit of economy of material” by Michell (1904,
p. 591).
Theorem 10 (Michell’s second theorem) If a pair .T; M / 2 DS exists for , such that
"Ti eiM D T jeiM j for every member i then “the truss M attains the limit of economy
of material” in , V.M / “is a minimum, and consequently from [Michell’s lemma] the
volume of material in the frame M is also a minimum.” (Michell, 1904, p. 591).
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Hence Michell’s optimal, suﬃcient condition in  requires:
1. a ﬁnite bound strictly positive T for the ﬁeld T , and
2. "Ti eiM D T jeiM j holds on all members of the structure M .
Since Michell does not show any proof of the existence of a pair .T; M / for every set of
given external forces in equilibrium, he only considers his condition as a suﬃcient one
(Michell, 1904, p. 589). In spite of a sustained research eﬀort on this subject, it has not
been proven that Michell’s condition is also a necessary one (see Bouchitté, Gangbo, and
Seppecher, 2008).
Let us stress that our argument refers only to Michell’s original condition for Maxwell
problems. The optimality criteria for “ﬁxed boundary” problems, frequently named
“Michell’s criteria”, are diﬀerent for each cost: e.g., Hemp’s criterion for minimum volume (1973, Eq. (4.3)) or Prager’s criterion for minimum weight (Srithongchai and Dewhurst, 2003).
As the adjective “Michell” is nowadays overloaded, let us stress that we use “Michell
solution” to refer to a Maxwell structure that fulﬁlls Michell’s condition (theorem 10), i.e.,
an absolute optimum solution for a given Maxwell problem. However, we use “Michell
net” in its usual sense, i.e., to refer to layouts, frames, or Maxwell structures that follow,
fully or partially, the geometrical conditions derived by Michell (1904, pp. 591–594) from
his second theorem, even if there is no proof that they fulﬁll this theorem. These are those
conditions (Michell, 1904, pp. 591–592):
The condition [Theorem 10] can evidently be satisfied when all the bars of
a frame have stresses of the same sign.
The simplest minimum frames of this special class are:
I. Ties and struts subjected to a single pair of equal and opposed forces.
II. Triangular and tetrahedral frames under forces applied at the angles
of the figure, and acting along lines which intersect within the figure.
III. Catenaries in general, the points of application of the applied forces,
as well as the forces themselves, being given.
...
A more general class of frames consists of those whose bars, both before and
after the appropriate deformation, form curves of orthogonal systems.
There are two general classes of orthogonal curves satisfaying the required
conditions [Theorem 10] :
I. Systems of tangents and involutes derived from any evolute curves . . .
II. Orthogonal systems of equiangular spirals, with systems of concentric
circles and their radii, and rectangular networks of straight lines, as
special cases
Frames whose bars coincide with the curves of any of these systems are therefore frames of minimum quantity of material, for any system of forces consistent with their equilibrium and continuity of displacement.
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Frames may also be built up of the parts of different systems of these classes
provided that continuity of displacement is secured along the lines of junction.
Definition 11 Michell number  of a structure: The dimensionless ratio between the
stress volume and the product of the useful load and the size of the problem (Cervera
Bravo and Vázquez Espí 2011; see also McConnel 1974, quantity k; Samyn and Latteur
2000, indicator of volume).
Other theorems
Theorem 12 (Maximum Stiffness Theorem) Among all the possible structures solving
the same Maxwell problem, that with the minimum stress volume is also the one with the
lowest compliance. (Parkes, 1965; Cox, 1965; Cervera Bravo, 2011)
Theorem 13 (Aroca’s Optimal Slenderness Theorem) Let be a given structure solving the problem of balancing an equilibrated system of parallel external forces (loads and
reactions). If the layout is subjected to an affine transformation of magnitude ˛ parallel
to the forces, which remain unchanged but can be moved in the transformation with the
movement of their application points, the resulting parallel and orthogonal components
of the stress volume (V jj and V ? respectively) change accordingly and inversely with ˛,
their product remaining constant and equal to the product of V1jj and V1? corresponding
to the original layout. In the former conditions, let consider the set of layouts obtained
when the parameter ˛ varies; the optimal layout for which the total stress volume is minimum corresponds to that for which the resulting parallel and orthogonal components of
the stress volume are equal:
q
Vojj D Vo? D

V1jj V1?

(2.7)

and the value of the parameter of the affine transformation for which we obtain the optimal
layout and the value of the corresponding optimal slenderness are:
q
˛o D V1? =V1jj

o D

1
˛o

(2.8)

(Cervera Bravo, 2011; Cervera Bravo, Vázquez Espí, and Vázquez Espí, 2015)

2.4 Some keys for practitioners
The Michell approach has a clear limit: the self-weight, as it is formulated for Maxwell’s
problems: if the self-weight must be taken into account, the total loads and reactions are
only known when the structure is completely deﬁned, at the end of the design process.
Besides, its use in practice is limited to only one combination of actions and reactions, but
when the number of reactions is larger than the number of global equilibrium equations
the number of such combinations is inﬁnite.
Returning to the structural problem introduced in Chapter 1, only the useful load is
initially deﬁned, and then, the supports (i.e. the foundation) are designable. The Michell
approach allows to enhance designs for each of the support set considered, and although
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these sets are theoretically inﬁnite, an expert practitioner will consider only a few reasonable options.
The design evaluation must be global; an optimal superstructure can be a bad solution if the corresponding foundation has a high physical cost comparing with alternative
solutions.
In any case, the Michell number of any design is a good guide for preliminary comparisons with another solutions, even before considering structural materials.
The Maxwell approach and indeed Michell’s theorems are limitated to only one load
condition. This can seem an unafordable limit for practical usefulness. However, as it
will shown in the sequel, for tracing the "limits of the economy" in structures this is
not of fundamental importance, because when a limit is known for a load condition it
does not disappear nor change with additional load conditions, simply new limits will
appear, perhaps more restrictive yet. To establish such limits this approach is actually
useful, and knowing them the designer will know what kind of solutions are deﬁnitively
unattainable.
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Chapter 3

Near-optimal solutions: the full
plane domain
We have seen in the preceding chapters that the Michell number is a fundamental magnitude for the measure of structural eﬃciency, and also that absolute optima can be geometrically very complex, and so impractical in real situations (see, e.g. Figure 1.3). In this
chapter and in the following one, we will explore some methods for the determination of
Michell’s number in some form families near to the optimum.
Sokół and Rozvany (2012) have found a family of benchmark solutions for the two
load problem, see Fig. 3.1a, that include as a limit case the well-known Michell’s solution
(1904) for one load at mid-span. With a great probability, this family consists of the
absolute optimal solutions for these problems, although Sokół and Rozvany have not
tried to prove that the optimality criteria hold for regions without members.
Vázquez Espí and Cervera Bravo (2011) had recalled a previous benchmark , and taking into account that the diﬀerence in cost with the new benchmark of Sokół and Rozvany
was small, it can be questioned if the previous benchmark family could be considered as
a near-optimal family. The importance of this research is due to the simplicity of the
previous family when compared with the new one: whilst the new family is composed of
an inﬁnite number of arches, our family has a unique arch, see Fig. 3.1b. Of course, both
the families include, as a limiting case, the well-known solution of Michell. The previous
benchmarks were obtained by simulated annealing (SA) search in 1994 (Vázquez Espí,
1995). Melchers (2005) has proposed a similar layout of these benchmarks for the problem restricted to two ‘closely spaced’ point loads, based on that in that case, it would
be expected intuitively that the optimal layout would be little diﬀerent from the Michell
solution for a single load centrally located.
The SA algorithm has demonstrated to be able to ﬁnd the optimal region in any search
space with a very high probability, but with a lesser one to pick out the absolute optimal
solution. Being aware of this fact, we attack the problem of determining the optimal
geometry for this sub-optimal family with a semi-analytic method, improving thereby
the accuracy of these solutions.
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L
P

P

P

P
mL

mL
(a) The problem

H

(b) The scheme for layouts

Figure 3.1: The “two load problem” (P; L; m) and the scheme for near-optimal solutions

3.1 Geometry of the near-optimal layout family
The bi-symmetric layout has the span L and total height H . Let us study one quadrant
of the structure, see Fig. 3.2. We will use a Cartesian frame of reference whose origin is
located at the position of the load, O. We have four diﬀerent parts: the fan from O, the
arc that bounds the fan, the upper horizontal bar and the oblique bar from the support.
The angle of each bar of the fan with the vertical axis is ˇ. The fan itself is deﬁned by
the initial and ﬁnal angles, ˇi and ˇf . We use in the sequel the notation ./0 for d./=dˇ
and:
t D tan.ˇ/

y D y.ˇ/
t0 D 1 C t2

x D x.ˇ/ D yt
x 0 D y 0 t C yt 0

D

1
L
D
H
2y.ˇi /

(3.1)

The fan and the arc are deﬁned by the parametric curve of the latter L  z D L  .x; y/.
The horizontal bar is deﬁned by its edges, L.m 0:5; y.ˇi // and Ly.ˇi /.tan ˇi ; 1/.
Finally, the oblique bar is deﬁned by .mL; 0/ and Ly.ˇf /.tan ˇf ; 1/.
To get the layout of Fig. 3.1, additional conditions have to be fulﬁlled. First, there are
limit values for ˇi and ˇf , and an obvious relationship between ˇi and ˇf :


2m 1

arctan L
(3.2)
 ˇi
ˇi < ˇf
ˇf <
H
2
For the sake of simplicity in the mathematical statement of the problem, the value ˇf D

2 has been intentionally left out since, as it will show in the development of the problem,
it does not play any role.
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Rh .ˇi /

y

˛
Rh
ˇ

H
2

D y.ˇi /L

ˇi

Rv
ˇf

y.ˇf /L
˛f

O
.0:5

x.ˇf /L
mL

m/L

x

Figure 3.2: A quarter of the layout. The part drawn with solid lines is on the left of the angle ˇ.

Second, the slope of the arc at ˇi must be zero, i.e., the horizontal bar has to be
tangent with the arc in this point. Similarly, the oblique bar has to be tangent to the arc
at ˇf . Being ˛ the angle of the arc tangent with the axis x, we have with the notation of
(3.1):
y0
y0
dy
D 0 D 0
and y 0 D x 0 tan ˛
(3.3)
tan ˛ D
dx
x
y t C yt 0
For the condition on the horizontal bar at ˇ D ˇi , we have:
y 0 .ˇi / D 0

(3.4)

For the condition on the oblique bar at ˇ D ˇf , we have from (3.3):
y 0 .ˇf /
y 0 .ˇf / tan ˇf C y.ˇf /.1 C tan2 ˇf /

tan ˛f D

(3.5)

and from Fig. 3.2,
tan ˛f D

y.ˇf /
y.ˇf / tan ˇf

m

(3.6)

Eliminating tan ˛f we obtain:
y 0 .ˇf /
D
y.ˇf /

y.ˇf /
m cos2 .ˇf /

(3.7)

Therefore, for given value of m, a particular layout is deﬁned when ˇi ; ˇf and y.ˇ/
are given fulﬁlling the conditions (3.2), (3.4) and (3.7).
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Rv
Ldx > 0

Rh

Ldy < 0
Rh C dRh

dˇ

Rv C dRv

Nh dˇ

Nv dˇ

Figure 3.3: The joint between the arc and the fan

3.2 Internal forces of the layout
The internal force in the arch has components .Rh ; Rv /, see Fig. 3.2. Considering the
equilibrium of half of the structure we have:
Rv .ˇi / D 0

Rh .ˇi / D P m

(3.8)

and for the vertical equilibrium at the joint between the arc and the oblique bar we have:
Rv .ˇf / D

P
2

Rh .ˇf / D

P
1
2 tan.˛f /

(3.9)

The rotational equilibrium at O of the part of the quarter structure to the left of ˇ (see
Fig. 3.2), taking into account (3.8), gives the relation between the two components of the
internal force along the arc:
Rh .ˇ/ D

tRv .ˇ/ C P

m
2y

(3.10)

For the fan, we deﬁne .Nh ; Nv / as the internal force per unit of the angle ˇ, see Fig. 3.3,
and we have:
Nh .ˇ/ D tNv .ˇ/
(3.11)

The equilibrium of the joint between the arc and a typical fan member (see Fig. 3.3) gives
us the fundamental relation between internal forces of the arc and the fan:
dRh D

Nh dˇ

dRv D Nv dˇ

Now, we integrate (3.12) taking into account (3.8):
Z ˇ
Rh .ˇ/ P m D
Nh .ˇ/dˇ
ˇi
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Rv .ˇ/ D

Z

ˇ

(3.14)

Nv .ˇ/dˇ

ˇi

With (3.13) and (3.11) we can write:
Z

Rh .ˇ/ D P m

ˇ

t Nv .ˇ/dˇ

ˇi

Another expression for Rh .ˇ/ can be obtained from (3.10) using (3.14):
Rh .ˇ/ D

t

Z

ˇ

ˇi

Nv .ˇ/dˇ C

Pm
2y

From these two expressions, and taking the derivatives with respect to ˇ, we get:
Z

ˇ
ˇi

Nv .ˇ/dˇ D

P m y0
2 y 2t 0

(3.15)

and with (3.14) a diﬀerential equation for Rv :
P m y0
2 y2t 0

Rv .ˇ/ D

Analogously from (3.10) with (3.16) we get for Rh :


y 0t
Pm 1
1C 0
Rh .ˇ/ D
2 y
yt

(3.16)

(3.17)

Taking the derivative of (3.15), using (3.11) and t 00 D 2t 0 t , we obtain the following
expressions for .Nh ; Nv /:
Pm t
ˆ
2 yt 0
Pm 1
ˆ
2 yt 0

Nh .ˇ/ D
Nv .ˇ/ D

(3.18)
(3.19)

where ˆ is deﬁned as:
y 00
ˆ.ˇ; y; y ; y / D
y
0

00



y0
y0
2
tC
y
y

(3.20)

3.3 The structural cost of the layout
For the measure of the structural cost we will use the stress volume, V.
P
The measure V for a complete layout is Vi , where the sum is taken over all members
i, and Vi denote the corresponding value of VC deﬁned in (2.2) if i represents a curved
bar; or, for a straight bar, the absolute value of the scalar product Lje  zj, where e is the
internal force vector and Lz, the length vector.
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(a) m D 0:1

(b) m D 0:2

(c) m D 0:3

(d) m D 0:4

Figure 3.4: Near-optimal solutions for selected values of m

For a quarter of the layout we will compute:
Vquarter D Varc C Vfan C Vhbar C Vobar

(3.21)

and for each part we can use the decomposition (2.3) in vertical and horizontal contributions.
In the following the subscripts i and f will denote the value of any quantity at ˇi or
ˇf , respectively. Thus xi  x.ˇi /, yf  y.ˇf / and so on. For the vertical contribution
of the arc we have, using (3.16):
 
Z
Z ˇf
PLm ˇf 1 y 0 2
jj
0
dˇ
(3.22)
Varc D L
jRv .ˇ/y jdˇ D
0
2
y
ˇi t
ˇi
For the horizontal contribution of the arc with (3.17):


Z ˇf
Z
PLm ˇf 1 0
y0 2
D
0
Varc D L
jRh .ˇ/x jdˇ D
dˇ
t Ct
0
2
y
ˇi
ˇi t
Now adding (3.22) and (3.23), the stress volume of the arc is:
(
 )
Z ˇf 0  0
PLm
y y
Varc D
C 2t dˇ
tf ti C
2
y y
ˇi

(3.23)

(3.24)

The internal force in a bar of the fan is .Nh ; Nv /dˇ and its length is L.x; y/. Hence the
stress volume of a bar is LjNh x C Nv yjdˇ. We calculate the sum for all the fan with the
expressions (3.18) and (3.19):
Z ˇf
Z
ˇ
PLm ˇf ˇˇ
Vfan D
LjNh x C Nv yjdˇ D
ˆ.ˇ; y; y 0 ; y 00 /ˇ dˇ
(3.25)
2
ˇi
ˇi
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For the horizontal bar we have simply from (3.8) and the Fig. 3.2:
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ1
1
PLm j2ti yi 2m C 1j
ˇ
m C xi ˇˇ D
as D 2jyi j
Vhbar D PLm ˇ
2
2
2jyi j


For the oblique bar we have an internal force .P =2/.m=yf
length L.m yf tf ; yf /:
Vobar

(3.26)

tf ; 1/ from (3.9), and a

2
2
PLm .tf yf m/ C yf
D
2
mjyf j

(3.27)

Finally, we collect our results from (3.24), (3.25), (3.26) and (3.27) to get the stress volume of the whole layout:
(3.28)

V D 4 .Varc C Vfan C Vhbar C Vobar /
and the Michell number will be
D

V
2PL

(3.29)

E.g., for the Michell’s absolute minimum for m D 0:5, we have  D

1
2

C


4

D 1:28540.

3.4 The optimization problem
The problem now is to solve:
opt .m/ D min .m; ˇi ; ˇf ; y; y 0 ; y 00 /
ˇi ;ˇf ;y

(3.30)

subjected to (3.2), (3.4) and (3.7). Let us deﬁne the auxiliary functions:
Y .ˇ/ D

y0
y

and

.ˇ/ D ln y.ˇ/

(3.31)

Integrating the deﬁnition of Y .ˇ/ between ˇi and ˇ we obtain that both functions are
related by:
Z ˇ
.ˇ/ D
Y .ˇ/dˇ C ln yi
(3.32)
ˇi

By successive diﬀerentiation we have the following relations:
0

DY

 00 D Y 0


y D exp./
y 0 D  0y

y 00 D . 00 C  02 /y


y0
y
y 00
y



D 0

D . 00 C  02 /

(3.33)

We seek a polynomial representation of Y .ˇ/ of the form:
YN .ˇ/ D

n
X

ci .ˇ

iD1
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Table 3.1: Solutions for selected values of m within the near-optimal families
m
0.0238746
0.05
0.1
0.125
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.375
0.4
0.45
0.5

N opt
0.246359
0.383719
0.568580
0.642228
0.823304
0.922462
1.010010
1.125075
1.159925
1.225234
1.285399

yi
0.126065
0.156286
0.195944
0.211756
0.250961
0.272674
0.291990
0.317575
0.325365
0.340011
0.353554

ˇi
-0.763622
-0.630844
-0.475605
-0.419727
-0.292102
-0.226598
-0.170595
-0.098818
-0.077353
-0.037308
0.0

ˇf
1.108313
0.970778
0.895319
0.872297
0.829027
0.812285
0.801128
0.791262
0.789301
0.786881
0.785398

degrees of freedom
˛f
c2
1.353255 0.686082
1.558335 0.283726
1.780275 0.174128
1.857115 0.137245
2.024758 0.055609
2.105909 0.013944
2.172357 -0.022258
2.253314 -0.070289
2.276574 -0.085170
2.318773 -0.113767
2.356194 -0.139081

c3
-0.060651
0.179684
0.152104
0.144478
0.129041
0.121421
0.114681
0.105304
0.102257
0.096168
0.068249

c4
-0.138480
-0.225311
-0.246289
-0.258337
-0.296933
-0.324219
-0.352723
-0.397969
-0.413775
-0.446576
-0.459457

(a) Exponential arc, Eq. (3.34) with n D 4
m
0.05
0.1
0.125
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.375
0.4
0.45

N opt
0.38372
0.56858
0.64223
0.82330
0.92246
1.01001
1.12508
1.15992
1.22523

yi
0.15627
0.19594
0.21176
0.25096
0.27267
0.29199
0.31758
0.32537
0.34001

ˇi
-0.61150
-0.46729
-0.41367
-0.28923
-0.22466
-0.16922
-0.09794
-0.07658
-0.03671

ˇf
0.97178
0.89404
0.87082
0.82761
0.81102
0.80002
0.79034
0.78844
0.78611

a
0.15252
0.19015
0.20517
0.21804
0.24383
0.26782
0.30147
0.31222
0.33318

degrees of freedom
b
r

0.11457 0.10990 2.75579
0.15667 0.10914 2.77406
0.17385 0.10570 2.77728
0.24309 0.09013 2.77833
0.26478 0.07727 2.77552
0.28467 0.06324 2.77134
0.31211 0.04063 2.76362
0.32077 0.03276 2.76081
0.33749 0.01662 2.75496

'
-0.08832
0.04030
0.08545
1.75632
1.80569
1.84668
1.89742
1.91219
1.93923

(b) Elliptic arc family

m
0.1
0.125
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.375
0.4
0.45
0.5

N opt
0.56914
0.64258
0.82341
0.92251
1.01003
1.12508
1.15993
1.22523
1.28540

yi
0.19471
0.21095
0.25069
0.27253
0.29191
0.31755
0.32535
0.34000
0.35355

ˇi
-0.39033
-0.35369
-0.25828
-0.20419
-0.15580
-0.09145
-0.07178
-0.03463
0.00000

ˇf
0.96660
0.92835
0.85803
0.83129
0.81335
0.79681
0.79323
0.78819
0.78540

degrees of freedom
x0
y0
R
-0.08011 0.02374 0.17097
-0.07789 0.02302 0.18793
-0.06623 0.02048 0.23021
-0.05643 0.01830 0.25423
-0.04585 0.01564 0.27627
-0.02912 0.01072 0.30683
-0.02339 0.00882 0.31652
-0.01178 0.00466 0.33534
0.00000 0.00000 0.35355

(c) Circular arc family

since, according to (3.4), Y .ˇi / D 0, which together the relations (3.33) allow us to
compute explicitly some of the integrals in (3.28).
The condition (3.7) determines Y .ˇf / if yf is given. To this end, we choose as
parameters the three angles ˇi ; ˇf ; ˛f , so yf is given by (3.6). In this way, the condition (3.7) determines the value of c1 as a function of the three parameters and the rest of
coeﬃcients c2 ; : : : ; cn of (3.34):

Y .ˇf /
c1 D
ˇf ˇi

n
X
iD2

28

ci .ˇf

ˇi /i

1

(3.35)
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Table 3.2: Comparison of benchmark and approximate solutions for selected values of m

Michell’s number, .m/ [(ea (%), er (%))]
Sokół and Rozvany (2012)
Near-optimal solutions
m
benchmark numerical solution
exponential arc
elliptic arc
0.0238746
0.21139
0.24636 (2.72 16.54)
0.1
0.55053
0.56858 (1.40 3.28) 0.56858 (1.40 3.28)
0.125
0.62838
0.62902 (0.05 0.10) 0.64223 (1.08 2.20) 0.64223 (1.08 2.20)
0.2
0.81746
0.82330 (0.45 0.71) 0.82330 (0.45 0.71)
0.25
0.91943
0.91994 (0.04 0.06) 0.92246 (0.24 0.33) 0.92246 (0.24 0.33)
0.3
1.00860
1.01001 (0.11 0.14) 1.01001 (0.11 0.14)
0.375
1.12477
1.12522 (0.04 0.04) 1.12508 (0.02 0.03) 1.12508 (0.02 0.03)
0.4
1.15978
1.15993 (0.01 0.01) 1.15993 (0.01 0.01)
0.45
1.22522
1.22523 (0.00 0.00) 1.22524 (0.00 0.00)
0.500
1.28540 absolute optimum (Michell, 1904)
Remark: ea D =opt .0:5/, er D =benchmark

circular arc
0.56914 (1.45 3.38)
0.64258 (1.11 2.26)
0.82341 (0.46 0.73)
0.92251 (0.24 0.33)
1.01004 (0.11 0.14)
1.12508 (0.02 0.03)
1.15993 (0.01 0.01)
1.22524 (0.00 0.00)

Finally, the value of yi is given by:
Z

ln.yi / D ln.yf /

ˇf

ˇi

YN .ˇ/dˇ

(3.36)

So, we have a new problem whose solutions will be approximate solutions for the original
one:
opt .m/  min .m;
N
p/
(3.37)
p

where N is the Michell number that corresponds to the polynomial representation YN .ˇ/
and p denote the set of parameters, .ˇi ; ˇf ; ˛f ; c2 ; : : : ; cn /, hence our approximation
has n C 2 degrees of freedom (dof).
To solve this problem for each m, we simply write the equations @=@p
N
D 0. The
set of solutions of these equations includes the local minima of (3.37), and gives the
parameters p of the polynomial approximation of Y .ˇ/. We have used a standard NewtonRaphson code with initial solutions inspired by the benchmarks of Sokół and Rozvany.
The solutions obtained with n D 4 (6 dof) are shown in the Table 3.2a and Fig. 3.4
for selected values of m. The solutions for n D 5 are almost identical.

3.5 Discussion of the near-optimal character of the proposed family
As we have at our disposal the benchmark solutions obtained by Sokół and Rozvany —
probably the absolute optimal ones—, we can make a sound comparison of our solutions
with those for each value of m, see Table 3.2. Note the following: the parameter  of
Sokół and Rozvany is herein 2m and the dimensionless volume used by these authors
in their Table 1 is herein 4. Their family is feasible for   0:0477491, i.e., m 
0:0238746, for this reason we have included this limiting value in Table 3.2a.
We measure the absolute error ea as a percent of the absolute minimum for the worst
case, m D 0:5, and also the relative error er respect to the benchmark for each m. As
it can be viewed in Table 3.2, the greater the value of m is, the lesser the near-optimal
solution errors are. For values of m  0:375 (  0:75), it seems that the near-optimal
29
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(a) m D 0:125

(b) m D 0:25

(c) m D 0:375

Figure 3.5: Visual comparison between near-optimal (dashed lines) and benchmark (solid color
lines) solutions

solutions are almost of equal cost than the benchmark ones; in fact, our solution for
m D 0:375 is slightly better than the numerical solution of Sokół and Rozvany. This is
not a shocking fact: as it can be observed in Fig. 3.5c the values of yi ; ˇi ; ˇf are almost
identical in the two solutions; this fact means that the inner family of arches (orthogonal
to the family of almost straight hangers) bear almost a null load, so the numerical method
used by Sokół and Rozvany is confronted with round-oﬀ error limits for this family of
bars.
Let us mention that absolute errors in Table 3.2 for the exponential arc family are less
than 3% of the stress volume of Michell’s solution (m D 0:5). We refer to absolute errors
because the farther the load from the support is, the bigger the bending eﬀect becomes.
The relative error measured in a conventional basis is less than 1% for cases m  0:2 but
up to 17% in the limiting case (m  0:024) for the benchmark family. (Our family has
no such restriction but for cases m  0:024 leads to poor approximations to the unknown
30
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Figure 3.6: Parameters of the elliptic arcs

optima, accordingly with SA results.) In summary: the bigger the bending eﬀect is, the
lesser the error becomes. As a consequence, our near-optimal family is more accurate
when the benchmark solution has a higher volume.

3.6 Near-optimal solutions with conic sections
The visual aspect of our solutions suggested to us that the curves x.ˇ/; y.ˇ/ could be
approximated by conic sections, e.g., ellipses. Furthermore, for values of m near 0:5 these
curves could be approximated by arcs of appropriate circles, as in Michell’s solution for
the limiting case (m D 0:5).
The parameter for the deﬁnition of the elliptic arcs are shown in Fig. 3.6. The centre
of the ellipse is at .rL; / from O. The principal axes of the ellipse form an angle ' with
the xy-axes, and the semi-axes are aL; bL. The ellipse equation in polar coordinates
gives the form of the function y.ˇ; r; ; '; a; b/ and then we proceed in a similar way
as in Section 3.4. For this form of y we have a DOF of 5 —note that yi ; yf ; ˇi ; ˇf ; ˛f
are given for each selected ellipse .r; ; '; a; b/ by the conditions (3.4), (3.6) and (3.7).
The values for near-optimal elliptic arcs are given in Table 3.2b. The values of Michell
numbers are almost identical than those of the near-optimal family (see also Table 3.2).
This fact suggests that our numerical approximations to y.ˇ/ are equivalent to elliptic
arcs from a practical point of view.
For circular arcs the parameters are the coordinates of the centre L.x0 ; y0 / in the
axes of Fig. 3.2 and its radius RL. As before we get the new form of the function
y.ˇ; x0 ; y0 ; R/ and we proceed to solve an optimization problem with 3 dof. The optimal values are given in Table 3.2c. This very simple family has relative errors less than
3.4% for m  0:1.
Finally, we compare some of these results in the Table 3.2. Let us outline that for
m  0:25 the three types of solutions (exponentials, ellipses and circles) lead to almost
identical curves, as shown in Fig 3.7.
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y

Figure 3.7: Superposition of the exponential (dashed lines), elliptic (thin line) and circular (thick
dotted line) arc solutions for m D 0:25

Conclusions
The solutions we have presented herein have very similar Michell numbers as the benchmarks of Sokół and Rozvany (2012). The elliptic arc family of solutions is near-optimal
with respect to the more accurate exponential arc family. Furthermore, the circular arcs
are very good solutions when the load is near the centre of the span (and hence the bending eﬀect is greater). In summary, we have shown near-optimal solutions that diﬀer from
the benchmark ones by up to 3% of the Michell number (in the mid-span load case, which
is the worst case). Of course, neither our solutions nor the ones by Sokół and Rozvany
can be used directly in actual structure designs, because some important aspects are not
considered —as self-weight, buckling, etc. However, the simplicity of our solutions represents an important practical advantage over the benchmark ones.
Our results clearly show that to search for near-optimal solutions can be as important
as to ﬁnd the optimal ones. With the latter sound benchmarks will be obtained and will
serve as a reliable reference for any alternative solution. With the former, useful layouts
from a practical viewpoint can be identiﬁed. With both of them, the “ﬂat” character of
the optimal region can be established by analysing if the variations of cost around the
absolute optimal solution are small or big. The practical signiﬁcance is that the designer
has some freedom of design without increasing the cost signiﬁcantly.
A question remains for further research: how can we measure theoretically the complexity of alternative solutions? E.g., the benchmarks solutions of Sokół and Rozvany are
in fact more complex than our near-optimal families with respect to both the complexity
of the arc shapes and the inﬁnite number of nodes and members (double in the former
than in the latter). But simpler near-optimal solutions could exist, including solutions
with ﬁnite number of nodes and members. We need such a measure if we want make an
appropriate search of alternative near-optimal solutions.
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Chapter 4

Near-optimal solutions: the half
plane domain
In Chapter 3 a family of near-optimal solutions for the two-load problem in the full plane
domain has been shown, comparing it to what is probably the optimal solution. The same
approach for the same problem —but constrained to the half plane domain— is presented
herein, see Fig. 4.1, a situation which can be considered closer to the practical design of
structures.
As in the problem for the full plane domain, the probably optimal solutions to this
problem —with the half plane restriction— have been shown by Sokół and Lewiński
(2011a). This optimal family, which is composed of an inﬁnite number of arches, is
compared with a simpler, but near-optimal family composed of a unique arch.
A similar approach to that used in the preceding chapter will be used in the determination of internal forces, but a diﬀerent, more accurate approach involving variational
calculus will be used for determining the optimal geometry for this near-optimal family.

4.1 Geometry of the near-optimal layout family
The symmetric layout has span L and total height H . Let us study one half of the structure, see Fig. 4.2. A Cartesian frame of reference whose origin is located at the position
of the load, O, will be used. The truss has six diﬀerent parts:
– The fan from O; the angle of each bar of the fan with the vertical is ˇ, measured
clockwise. The initial and ﬁnal angles of the fan are ˇi and ˇf . Bars 5 and 6 in
the ﬁgure, at ˇi , ˇf can be included in the fan, as any other concentrated bar, if
the arc and fan deﬁnition can include non–smooth points.
– The arc, deﬁned by the functions y D y.ˇ/; x D x.ˇ/. If its deﬁnition permits
the inclusion of non–smooth points it can be supposed that the external tangents to
the arc form are aligned with bars 2 and 4, including any ﬁnite tangent deviation
in the initial and ﬁnal points in the arc deﬁnition. Note that we include now this
possibility, that in 3.1 was not take into account.
– Bars not belonging to the fan or the arc (bars 1 to 4 in the ﬁgure).
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L
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P
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mL
(a) The problem

H

(b) The scheme for layouts

Figure 4.1: The “two load problem” (P; L; m) and the scheme for near-optimal solutions restricted to the half plane domain

 Bar 1, central portion of the tie, located on the horizontal axis,
 Bar 2, horizontal upper bar,

 Bar 3, exterior portion of the tie, between support and point O, located on
the horizontal axis,

 Bar 4, oblique bar from support to arc.
Hereinafter the following notation will be used:
– The subscripts i and f indicate the value of a parameter at ˇi and ˇf .
– ./0 = d./=dˇ,
– t D tan.ˇ/,
– y D y.ˇ/;

x D x.ˇ/,

– ta D tan.˛.ˇ//, where ˛ is the angle of the arc tangent and the horizontal measured
counterclockwise.
– ta0 D tan.˛0 /, where ˛0 is the angle between the x axis and the bar 4, with the
sign convention of the Fig. 4.2.
Radial length  of fan bars can be used as well, according to:
.ˇ/ D

y.ˇ/
cos ˇ

(4.1)

The following relationships hold:
x D yt

x 0 D y 0 t C yt 0

t0 D 1 C t2
34
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ˇ
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x.ˇf /L
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Figure 4.2: The right half of the layout

y0
dy
D 0
dx
x
d˛
ta0
˛0 D
D
D ta0 cos2 ˛
dˇ
1 C ta2

ta D

1
cos ˛ D p
1 C ta2
ta0 D

(4.3)

ta
sin ˛ D p
1 C ta2

(4.4)

yf
m yf tf

(4.5)

q

p
ds D dˇ x 02 C y 02 D x 0 1 C ta2 dˇ

(4.6)

Finally, additional conditions have to be fulﬁlled by any layout, see Fig. 4.2:


2m 1
arctan L
 ˇi
2H

ˇi < ˇf

ˇf <

4.2 Internal forces of the layout
Deﬁnitions:
– N is the internal force per unit of the angle ˇ in the fan.
– R is the internal force at any point of the arc.
– Fj is the internal force in the bars numbers 1 to 6.
– Tension forces are positive.
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Subscripts v and h are for the vertical and horizontal components of the internal forces
with the following notation:
Nv D Nv .ˇ/

Nh D Nh .ˇ/

R D R.ˇ/

The relation between both components of the internal force in the bars of the fan is
immediate:
Nh D tNv
(4.8)
Bars 1 to 4
The values Fj of internal forces in each bar are obtained from equilibrium conditions.
m
yi
m
D P
yi
P
D
ta0

(4.9)

DP

F1
F2
F3

F4v D

(4.10)
(4.11)
F4h D

P

F4v
jta0 j

(4.12)

As previously said, the values of F5 and F6 would be necessary if tangency in the joints
between the arc and bars 2 and 4 is not required, but their cost contribution will be included in the fan volume account when considering the possibility of singularities in arc
layout.
Arc and fan
Let us consider the equilibrium of the joint between the arc and fan at ˇ (see Fig. 4.3).
Herein, the internal force in the arc is a vector oriented in the direction of the curve, and
can be represented as the product R  ˛.
E Its variation is d.R  ˛E /, and is equilibrated by
the “load” imposed by the fan. Thus it can be written:
Z

ˇ
ˇi

d.R  ˛/
E D

R cos ˛

Ri cos ˛i

Z

ˇ
ˇi

N  Ě dˇ

(4.13)

equivalent to:

R sin ˛

Ri sin ˛i

D
D

Z

ˇ

ˇi
Z ˇ

tNv dˇ

(4.14)

Nv dˇ

(4.15)

ˇi

By diﬀerentiation of (4.14) and (4.15), the following expressions are obtained:
tD

R0 cos ˛ R˛ 0 sin ˛
R0 sin ˛ C R˛ 0 cos ˛
36
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R  ˛E

Ldx > 0
Ldy < 0

dˇ
R  ˛E C d.R  ˛E /

Nh dˇ

Nv dˇ

Figure 4.3: The joint between the arc and the fan

(4.17)
R0 D Nv .sin ˛ C t cos ˛/
Nv
R D 0 .cos ˛ t sin ˛/
(4.18)
˛
Considering the rotational equilibrium at O of the right portion of the structure (Fig. 4.2):
RD

mP
1
y t sin ˛ cos ˛

(4.19)

Equating now (4.18) and (4.19), Nv is obtained:
Nv D

mP ˛ 0
y .t sin ˛

cos ˛/2

And using the relationships indicated in (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4):

  0 0
y
mP .yt /0 2
Nv D
0
y
yt
.yt /0

(4.20)

(4.21)

and the expression for Nh is immediate from the above expression, taking into account
(4.8).

4.3 The structural cost of the layout
Let us remember that the stress volume can be decomposed in parts, and each part can
be decomposed in his vertical and horizontal components:
jj

Vi D ViD C Vi
P
The measure V for a complete layout is Vi . For a half of our layout :
Vhalf D Varc C Vfan C V1 C V2 C V3 C V4
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Bars 1 to 4
For bars 1 and 2 directly:


m 1
m L D PL
m
V 1 D F1
yi 2




1
m 1
F2
m C ti yi L D PL
m C ti yi
2
yi 2


V2 D



1
2

(4.24)
(4.25)

Bar 3 is compressed for ˛0 > =2, so it’s necessary to use the absolute value:
V3 D jF3 jmL D PL

m
jta0 j

(4.26)

The stress volume of bar 4 is calculated by summing its horizontal and vertical components:
V4D D
jj

V4

F4h .m

D

yf tf /L D

PL
.m
ta0

yf tf /

F4v yf L D PLyf

Resulting, from (4.5):
V4 D PL yf C

yf
ta20

!

(4.27)

Fan and arc
The sum for all the bars of the fan is:
Z ˇf
Z ˇf
y
Nv
dˇ D L
Nv yt 0 dˇ
Vfan D L
cos
ˇ
cos
ˇ
ˇi
ˇi

(4.28)

Taking (4.21) into account:
Vfan D PLm

Z

ˇf

ˇi




 !
y0 0
y0 2
tC
C1C t C
dˇ
y
y

The volume of the arc is:
Varc D L

Z

(4.29)

ˇf

R.ˇ/ds

(4.30)

ˇi

Taking into account (4.19) and the relations indicated in (4.3):

 !
Z ˇf
y0 2
Varc D PLm
1C t C
dˇ
y
ˇi

(4.31)

Let us deﬁne the auxiliary function:

y0
Y D Y y; y 0 ; ˇ D t C
y
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Figure 4.4: Providing a geometric interpretation for Y

The volumes for the fan and the arc can be expressed as functions of Y:
Vfan D PLm

Z

ˇf


Y 0 C 1 C Y 2 dˇ

ˇi

Varc D PLm

Z

ˇf

ˇi


1 C Y 2 dˇ

(4.33)

(4.34)

It is worth noting the diﬀerence between the fan and arc volumes:
Vfan

Varc D PLm

Z

ˇf

Y 0 dˇ

(4.35)

ˇi

that can be read as the Maxwell number Mˇ (as deﬁned in Chapter 2, deﬁnition 3) for
the arc and fan region between ˇi and ˇ.
Integrating (4.32), the expression of y.ˇ/ is obtained:
y.ˇ/ D yi

cos ˇ Rˇˇ Ydˇ
e i
cos ˇi

(4.36)

and with the radial length:
Rˇ
y.ˇ/
Ydˇ
D .ˇ/ D i e ˇi
cos ˇ
Z ˇ
.ˇ/
Ydˇ D ln
i
ˇi
0

Y D
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It results in the integral of Y being the natural logarithm of the quotient between the length
of the bar from the fan at ˇ and the length at ˇi , and therefore this function expresses
the quotient between the length diﬀerential and the length itself. If  is constant then the
function y.ˇ/ represents a circle centered on O, and the function Y is identically zero;
if Y is constant, the radial coordinate grows or decreases exponentially, and the function
y.ˇ/ is the expression of a spiral. It can be seen in Fig. 4.4 —that has been traced for
positive values in angles ˛ and ˇ— that Y D 0 = D tan./ D tan.˛ C ˇ/.
Taking into account sharp points.
The presence of sharp points in the geometry implies to consider only C 0 continuity in y
and t , ﬁnite discontinuities in R and ˛, as well as Dirac deltas or inﬁnite discontinuities
in Nv .
– Obtained expressions until now for R.ˇ/ are still valid, albeit with two possible
values at the sharp points, before and after the jump.
– Expressions obtained for Nv are not applicable at the jumps.
Nevertheless, integral expressions where Nv appears can be handled:
Z

ˇ
ˇa

Z

tNv dˇ D R cos ˛

Ra cos ˛a D

mP
1
y 1 t ta

Ra cos ˛a

(4.40)

Ra sin ˛a D

mP ta
y 1 t ta

Ra sin ˛a

(4.41)

ˇ
ˇa

Nv dˇ D R sin ˛

These expressions remain valid for ﬁnite jumps at ˛:
Z

ˇjC

Z

ˇjC

ˇj

ˇj

tNv dˇ D

mP
y



Nv dˇ D

mP
y



1
t taC

1

taC
1 t taC

1
t ta



ta
1 t ta



1

D

mP
j
y



D

mP
j
y





(4.42)



(4.43)

1
1 t ta

ta
1 t ta

where j ./ represents the existence and the value of a jump in the function between
parentheses. The volume that can be attributed to the fan in each ﬁnite jump, is, taking
horizontal and vertical components:
VjD

D t yL

jj
Vj

D yL

Z

Z

ˇjC

ˇj
ˇjC

ˇj

tNv dˇ D
Nv dˇ D

mPLj

mPLj





and therefore the volume corresponding at the jump:


t C ta
Vj D mPLj
1 t ta
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(4.45)

(4.46)
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The expression in parentheses is the trigonometric identity corresponding to the tangent
of the sum of angles ˇ plus ˛. Recalling that Y D tan.ˇ C ˛/:
Vj D

(4.47)

mPLj .Y/

This last equation can be interpreted as an extension in the computation of diﬀerences
between fan and arc volumes measured by equation (4.35).
Therefore, the stress volume of the whole fan is the sum of the volume corresponding
to the “smooth” regions plus the corresponding to a ﬁnite number of jumps, so it can be
represented by expressions of stepwise continuous functions that is, expressions of Y that
can have ﬁnite jumps or that can include Heaviside step function terms in his expression.
Functions Y and his derivative Y 0 can be thus considered in the forms
X

Y D Y0 C
j .Y/H ˇ ˇj
(4.48)
j

Y 0 D Y00 C

X

j .Y/ı.ˇ

(4.49)

ˇj /

j

where H .x x0 / is the Heaviside step function for a unit jump in x0 , ı.x x0 / is the
Dirac–delta function, and Y0 is a C0 continuous function. This approach permits, as
previously stated, the inclusion of bars 5 and 6 in the fan volume account, so that the
boundary of arc curve is deﬁned as tangent to bars 2 and 4 ever, and the sharp points in
both ends are included in the fan and arc layout deﬁnition when the tangency condition
does not hold.

4.4 The optimization problem
The Michell number has the following expression:
D

2Vhalf
2PL

(4.50)

E.g., for Michell’s absolute minimum for m D 0:5, it results  D =2. The problem
now is to solve:
opt .m/ D min .m; ˇi ; ˇf ; ˛0 ; Y/
(4.51)
ˇi ;ˇf ;˛0 ;Y

subjected to (4.7). The design variables are the angles ˇi ; ˇf ; ˛0 plus the conditions that
deﬁne the layout of the arc given by the function Y. The optimum will exist where the
cost variations are null for any variations of the three variables and the layout function
Y. The quantity to minimize is:
Z ˇf

m
Y 0 C 2 C 2Y 2 dˇ
 D .1 2m C ti yi / C mj cot ˛0 j C yf .1 C cot2 ˛0 / C m
yi
ˇi
(4.52)
0
where the integral term of Y can be interpreted as
Z ˇf
Z ˇf
X
Y 0 dˇ D Yi Yf D
Y00 dˇ
j .Y/
ˇi

ˇi
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with the meaning of equations (4.48) and (4.49). The last term corresponds to the volume
contribution of the jumps.
Variations of this function are considered by means of Gâteaux diﬀerentials, deﬁned
for a functional F of function f as:


@F.f C /
(4.53)
DF.f; / D lim
 !0
@
First, from (4.37), (4.5) and the design variables ˛0 ; ˇi ; ˇf :
yf D
and
yi D

yf cos ˇi
e
cos ˇf

R ˇf
ˇi

m
tf C cot ˛0
Y dˇ

(4.54)

D f cos ˇi e

R ˇf
ˇi

Y dˇ

(4.55)

Terms in (4.52) that include Y can thus be isolated and variated, getting for the minimum
the condition:
!
Z ˇf
R ˇf

@
.YC
/dˇ
D 0 8
2 C 2.Y C /2 .Y C /0 dˇ C mk e ˇi
m
lim
 !0 @
ˇi
(4.56)
with
1 2m
kD
(4.57)
f cos ˇi
The condition (4.56) becomes:
m

Z

ˇf
ˇi


R ˇf
4Y C k e ˇi

Ydˇ







0



dˇ D 0 8

(4.58)

Choosing arbitrary functions for which f
i D 0, the above condition requires
the expression in the inner parentheses to be null everywhere in the range ˇ 2 Œˇi ; ˇf .
As the second term is a constant, the function Y has to be constant and can not have any
jumps in that range, as it would change its value before or after the jump, having thus
j .Y/ D 0; 8j . We have thus:
4Y D

ke

R ˇf
ˇi

Ydˇ

(4.59)

that implies Y 0 D 0, and also  D arctan Y D ˛ C ˇ is constant. Then:
ˇi

D  D arctan Y

˛0 D ˇf

(4.60)
(4.61)

ˇi

From (4.37), it can be written:
yi
e
f D
cos ˇi

R ˇf
ˇi

Y dˇ
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R ˇf

Y dˇ

1
e ˇi
D
yi
f cos ˇi

(4.62)
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Figure 4.5: Geometry of support triangle

Thus, with (4.57) and (4.59) we get:
2m 1
4 yi

YD
From Fig. 4.5 :
f cos ˇi D f sin
Thus yi is obtained,
yi D m sin ˛0 e


2

R ˇf


C ˇi D m sin ˛0

Y dˇ

ˇi

(4.63)

D m sin ˛0 e

that is
yi D m sin ˛0 e

˛0 1 4y2m
i

˛0 Y

(4.64)

(4.65)

(4.66)

expression that can be re–written as
˛0

1 2m ˛0 14y2m
1 2m
i
D ˛0
e
4 m sin ˛0
4 yi

(4.67)

resulting the solution for yi :
yi D

K
W

where W is the Lambert W function, with



K D ˛0

K
m sin ˛0

1
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(4.68)

(4.69)
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It results:

2m 1
4


K
1
W
˛0
m sin ˛0

(4.70)

xi D yi ti D yi Y D
and:
YD

(4.71)

Therefore, yi only depends on m and the angle ˛0 (and xi only depends on m),
resulting in that V also depends only on m and ˛0 . From (4.52), and taking into account
(4.55), (4.63) and the above expressions,  can be obtained as:
Dm

3Y C jcot ˛0 j C 2˛0 1 C Y 2



C

yf

(4.72)

sin2 ˛0

that with (4.1), (4.61), (4.64) and (4.60) can also be rewritten as


 D m 4Y C jcot ˛0 j C 2˛0 1 C Y 2 C cot ˛0

(4.73)

Hence, the optimization problem, for a given value of m, is reduced to ﬁnd the value of
˛0 for which the cost  is minimum.
As the function that deﬁnes V contains a term with absolute value —j cot ˛0 j—, the
minimum appears when the gradients cone includes the null value. It turns out to be
˛0 D =2 when m > mlimit ; for values of m smaller than mlimit the angle solution
is greater, having mlimit as the minimum value of m for which ˛0 D =2 and a null
gradient is possible:
1
  0:047077
mlimit D  
(4.74)
4 e 2 C 21
When m > mlimit , ˛0 D =2, then ˇf
yi D

W

K
 
K
m

KD

ˇi D =2, and therefore:

.1

2m/
8

YD

2
W




K
m



In this case, (4.73) becomes in a expression that depends only on m:

min D m 4Y C .1 C Y 2 /

(4.75)

(4.76)

The solutions obtained for selected values of m obtained with (4.73) or with (4.76), depending of the value of m are shown in Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.6.

4.5 Discussion of the near-optimal character of the proposed family
Being available the benchmark solutions obtained by Sokół and Lewiński (2011a) (Bscheme hereafter), a sound comparison of our solutions (NO-scheme) with those for each
value of m can be made, see table 4.2. Note the following: the parameter  of Sokół and
Lewiński is herein 2m and the dimensionless volume used by these authors in their table 1
is herein 4. Their family is feasible for   0:084776, i.e., m  0:042388.
An absolute error ea is measured as a percent of the absolute minimum for the worst
case, m D 0:5, and a relative error er is measured respect to the benchmark for each m.
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(a) m=0.020

(b) m=0.047077

(c) m=0.125

(d) m=0.250

(e) m=0.375

Figure 4.6: Near optimal solutions for diﬀerent values of m

As it can be viewed in table 4.2, the greater the value of m, the lesser the near-optimal
solution errors. For values of m  0:375 (  0:75), the near-optimal solutions are
almost of equal cost than the benchmark ones.
Note that absolute errors in table 4.2 for the NO-scheme are lesser than 4.60% of
the stress volume of Michell’s solution (m D 0:5). The reference to absolute errors is
suitable because the farther the load from the support, the bigger the bending problem.
The relative error measured in a conventional basis is lesser than 1% for cases m > 0:2
but up to 19% in the limiting case (m  0:0424) for the B-scheme. (The NO-scheme
has no such restriction but for cases m  0:0424 leads to poor approximations to the
unknown optima). In summary: the bigger the bending problem, the lesser the error. As
a consequence, the NO-scheme is more accurate when the solution is more expensive.
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(a) m=0.042388

(b) m=0.125

(c) m=0.250

(d) m=0.375

Figure 4.7: Comparison between NO-scheme (dashed lines) and B-scheme (solid color lines)
for diﬀerent values of m

Table 4.1: Solutions for selected values of m
m
0.010000
0.020000
0.025000
0.042388
mlimit
0.050000
0.100000
0.125000
0.150000
0.200000
0.250000
0.300000
0.350000
0.400000
0.450000
0.475000
0.500000


0.183290
0.288348
0.331718
0.455734
0.484099
0.500988
0.734336
0.826267
0.907943
1.048942
1.168121
1.271044
1.360998
1.440080
1.509695
1.541264
1.570796

yi
0.165849
0.189923
0.198742
0.221624
0.226462
0.230964
0.292606
0.316755
0.338163
0.374933
0.405652
0.431673
0.453758
0.472358
0.487731
0.494250
0.500000

˛0
1.951438
1.802708
1.748022
1.602685
=2
=2
=2
=2
=2
=2
=2
=2
=2
=2
=2
=2
=2

ˇi
-0.975719
-0.901354
-0.874011
-0.801342
-0.785398
-0.772320
-0.599574
-0.534471
-0.477551
-0.380568
-0.298913
-0.227641
-0.163805
-0.105459
-0.051213
-0.025285
-0.000000

ˇf
0.975719
0.901354
0.874011
0.801342
0.785398
0.798477
0.971222
1.036325
1.093245
1.190229
1.271883
1.343155
1.406991
1.465337
1.519583
1.545511
1.570796

Also, it is worth noting that diﬀerences in layouts (such on slenderness) are greater than
diﬀerences in cost, see Fig. 4.7.
While the B-scheme layouts have inﬁnite arches and radius, the NO-scheme layouts
have an unique arch but inﬁnite radius as well. For real solutions, layouts with ﬁnite
number of nodes are required, so a question arises: what scheme has to be used to draw
such simple layouts? An answer will be oﬀered below in the section 4.7.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of B-scheme and NO-scheme for selected values of m
Michell’s number, .m/ [(ea (%), er (%))]
Sokół and Lewiński (2011a) Near-optimal solution
m
[B-scheme]
[NO-scheme]
0.025
—
0.331718
0.042388
0.38346
0.455734 (4.60 18.85)
0.125
0.78978
0.826267 (2.32 4.62)
0.200
1.03278
1.048942 (1.03 1.56)
0.250
1.15955
1.168121 (0.55 0.74)
0.375
1.40090
1.401798 (0.06 0.06)
0.450
1.50964
1.509695 (0.00 0.00)
0.500
1.57080 absolute optimum (Michell, 1904)
Remark: ea D =opt .0:5/, er D =benchmark

P

P
P

P
mL

P
L

P
mL

Figure 4.8: The problem with horizontal forces

4.6 Solutions for supports with horizontal forces
As in Vázquez Espí (2013) or Cervera Bravo, Vázquez Espí, and Vázquez Espí (2014), a
problem derived from the former problem can be obtained by introducing two horizontal
forces at the extremes of the layout. The cost of those forces may not be taken into account
if they are the result of the friction between foundation and ground. But these forces can
also be seen as consequences of a somewhat diﬀerent problem: consider two horizontal
forces acting as active thrusts with coupled vertical forces: as we reduce the value of the
m parameter, this could represent the problem of two horizontal forces with a coupled
moment, equilibrating through the horizontal distance L.
Let be  the proportion between horizontal and vertical forces in the support point;
it can be seen as the inverse of a reaction slope or as a friction coeﬃcient if forces are
passive i.e: reactions or friction forces. The special case of being reactions for pinned
supports has been studied and solved in Sokół and Lewiński (2010, 2011b).
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The expressions for the corresponding internal forces (see ﬁg 4.8) are:
F1
F3




m
DP

y
 i

1
DP

ta0

(4.77)
(4.78)

the remaining expressions being the same as in the case without horizontal forces. Therefore the derived expressions from the rotational equilibrium at O are also the same, and
the expressions for the fan and arc internal forces remain the same. The quantity to minimize now is:
ˇ
ˇm
 D ˇˇ
yi

ˇ
ˇ 1
ˇˇ
2



m
m C
yi



1
2

m C ti yi C

j C

m jcot ˛0



yf
2

sin ˛0

Cm

Z

ˇf
ˇi


Y 0 C 2 C 2Y 2 dˇ (4.79)

If  is ﬁxed it can be deduced in the same way as above that Y must be constant for 
to be a minimum: independently considering the variation of the function Y, again with
the Gâteaux diﬀerential:
@
lim
 !0 @

m

Z

ˇf

2.Y C /2

ˇi

ˇ R ˇf
ˇ
ˇ e ˇi .YC /dˇ
ˇ

with


.Y C /0 dˇ C

ˇ

R ˇf
ˇ
1
.YC
/dˇ
ˇ
ˇˇ C  e i
2

D

m

!

m
f cos ˇi

D 0 (4.80)

(4.81)

The condition (4.80) remains now as:
m

Z

ˇf

ˇi

4Y



0



dˇ C m

Z

ˇf

k e

ˇi

R ˇf
ˇi

Ydˇ

dˇ D 0 8

(4.82)

with

 12 m
kD
f cos ˇi
 D 1 C sgn A


m
AD

yi

(4.83)
(4.84)
(4.85)

that, as can be seen, is similar to equation (4.58) with the sole diﬀerence in the deﬁnition
of k in cases where sgn A diﬀers from 1.
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Table 4.3: Solutions for selected values of m in the problem with horizontal forces

m
0.0125
0.025
0.0471
0.080
0.125
0.150
0.250
0.375
0.500

limit
0.072
0.126
0.208
0.318
0.462
0.542
0.906
1.667
—

0.00
(1.907, 0.213)
(1.748, 0.332)
(1.571, 0.484)
(1.571, 0.651)
(1.571, 0.826)
(1.571, 0.908)
(1.571, 1.168)
(1.571, 1.402)
(1.571, 1.571)

0.125
(1.750, 0.169)
(1.748, 0.275)
(1.571, 0.433)
(1.446, 0.603)
(1.446, 0.778)
(1.446, 0.858)
(1.446, 1.114)
(1.446, 1.343)
(1.446, 1.509)

.˛o ; / for diﬀerent values of 
0.25
0.50
0.75
(1.496, 0.195) (1.170, 0.292) (0.953, 0.405)
(1.496, 0.264) (1.170, 0.334) (0.953, 0.435)
(1.496, 0.387) (1.170, 0.409) (0.953, 0.489)
(1.391, 0.560) (1.170, 0.519) (0.953, 0.568)
(1.326, 0.736) (1.170, 0.671) (0.953, 0.677)
(1.326, 0.816) (1.128, 0.753) (0.953, 0.737)
(1.326, 1.068) (1.107, 1.000) (0.927, 0.969)
(1.326, 1.290) (1.107, 1.211) (0.927, 1.170)
(1.326, 1.451) (1.107, 1.357) (0.927, 1.302)

1.00
(0.797, 0.523)
(0.797, 0.547)
(0.797, 0.588)
(0.797, 0.650)
(0.797, 0.734)
(0.797, 0.781)
(0.797, 0.969)
(0.785, 1.165)
(0.785, 1.285)

1.25
(0.680, 0.644)
(0.680, 0.663)
(0.680, 0.697)
(0.680, 0.747)
(0.680, 0.816)
(0.680, 0.855)
(0.680, 1.008)
(0.675, 1.188)
(0.675, 1.300)

Solutions for m=yi > 
First the case in which sgn A D 1 is analyzed.
As before, choosing arbitrary functions for which f
i D 0, the condition that
must fulﬁl Y so that  is minimum is obtained, and this is the same as in the original
problem, that is, that Y must be constant. With the same reasoning as in section 4.4, the
expression to minimize is obtained:
!



1
Dm
4Y 
(4.86)
1 C jcot ˛0 j C 2˛0 1 C Y 2 C cot ˛0
2m

The problem is then to obtain the value of ˛0 that minimizes  for each pair of values
Œm;  considering expressions (4.68), (4.69) and (4.71).
With that expression, minimum will be found in most situations for j cot ˛0 j D 0
when its variation exceeds that resulting from other terms, thus getting
˛0 D arctan

1


(4.87)

expression that shows that the oblique bar 4 of the arch will be aligned with the resultant
force in support eliminating the need for bar 3. As in the initial problem, it can be found
that for very low values of m relative to , the angle is greater than the obtained with
the preceding expression. Bar 3 results compressed, and it can be found the limit value
mlimit ./ between such conditions for the minimum value for m for which the gradient
cone for variations in ˛0 contains the null value, with equation (4.87) remaining valid.
Solutions for m=yi D 
When m=yi D , sgn A is undeﬁned, belonging to Œ 1; 1. Such condition imposes that
the .1 C sgn A/ D  term in equations (4.82. . . 4.85) should be included in interval Œ0; 2,
where upper limit is previous solution for sgn A D 1. In that case the optimum condition
for Y implies again its constancy, albeit its expression will be diﬀerent than that found
on (4.58), (4.59), as the condition now should be
4Y D

ke

R ˇf
ˇi

Ydˇ

kD
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2f cos ˇi
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resulting then new expressions in substitution of (4.68), (4.69) and (4.71), that can be
seen as limit cases from the new ones as  ! 2:
yi D

K
W



K
m sin ˛0



1 2m
K D  ˛0
 8

1
K
YD
W
˛0
m sin ˛0

(4.89)
(4.90)
(4.91)

These show a family of spiral solutions depending on , that lie between the spiral and
the circular forms that can be obtained for the limiting cases.
As now yi D m=, from equation (4.89):


1 2m 
1 2m
(4.92)
D  ˛0
W  ˛0
8m sin ˛0
8 m
getting thus
1
D e  ˛0 .1
 sin ˛0
so that
D

2m/=8m

8m
ln. sin ˛0 /
˛0 .1 2m/

(4.93)

(4.94)

Having into account m=yi D  as well as other relations found before, as (4.60) and
(4.61), the solutions can be found for the minimum of
 


ˇ
ˇ

1
Dm 
1 C ˇ cot ˛0 ˇ C 2˛0 1 C Y 2 C cot ˛0
(4.95)
2m

Now, the condition implies that yi D m= and F2 D P, and it can be called limit
the minimum value of  for each m for which such condition applies and that eliminates
the need for bar 1. That limit between both considered situations, i.e., fsgn A D 1;  D
2g and fsgn A D 0;  2 Œ0; 2g, is found when conditions for both situations are fulﬁlled,
thus having a relation for each m between ˛0 and  that jointly with the relation found
to the minimum  deﬁnes the value for  D limit that separates both cases.
Now, for cases where  > limit , i.e., yi D m= and bar 1 does not exist while bar
2 has a compression of P equal to the horizontal thrust in the support, it can be found
that
R ˇf
f
Ydˇ
D  sin ˛0
(4.96)
D e ˇi
i
having thus
1
(4.97)
ln . sin ˛0 /
˛0
that implies for the minimum  in (4.86) a condition for ˛0 that does not depend on m:
being the optimum layout near the support the form to assure the eccentricity of thrust,
that equilibrates between supports via any length of bar 2, the solution for such a form is
independent of its size.
YD
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Figure 4.9: Contour lines for opt values depending on Œm, , including lines for min .m/
—dashdot lines—, as well as for mlimit —long dashes: bar 3 exists or does not exist— and limit
—short dashes: bar 1 exists or does not—. Figure includes also points for Michell solution in
half–plane, for upper half of Michell solution in full–plane, and for all three cases drawn

It can be seen at last that the limit for  D 0 or, in other words, for sgn A D 1 where
the horizontal force would exceed the compression capacity of upper chord of the arch
requiring a lower compressed chord, is never attained as an optimum condition.
Figure 4.9 summarises all results for any pairs of Œm,  with some values and form
details listed in table 4.3. In that ﬁgure, the path that represents the  corresponding to
the min .m/ for each m is also the path for the  that represents the reaction forces
in double pin problems, as the horizontal forces that minimize the deformation energy
for the problem stated by each m are such horizontal reactions, and no higher passive
horizontal forces are thus attainable by means of friction forces.

4.7 Solutions with low complexity
Both the benchmark family and the near-optimal family require inﬁnity number of nodes,
and consequently both they are impractical. From a practical point of view, only a collection of near-optimal solutions with few nodes will be useful as a design guide for
practitioners. To this end, a threshold on the error allowed for the near-optimal solutions
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Table 4.4: Comparison of benchmark and few nodes solutions for selected values of m

.m/Œ.ea .%/; er .%//
Sokół and Lewiński (2011a)
Solutions with few nodes
m
benchmark
SA-solution
N
0.042388
0.383460
0.401554 (1.15, 4.72) 26
0.125
0.789780
0.825913 (2.30, 4.58) 14
0.200
1.032780
1.068670 (2.28, 3.48) 10
0.250
1.159550
1.215240 (3.55, 4.80)
9
0.375
1.400900
1.446760 (2.92, 3.27)
9
0.450
1.509640
1.550100 (2.58, 2.68)
9
Remark W ea D =opt .0:5/  0:04I er D =benchmark  0:05;
N is the number of nodes

must be considered, for example, that the relative error would be less than 5% with respect to the benchmark solution. The problem now is to ﬁnd for each value of m the
solution that having relative error less than the ﬁxed threshold has the minimum number
of nodes.
This exploration has been made by means of simulated annealing (see Vázquez Espí,
1995), see Fig. 4.10. For very small values of m the resulting layout follows that of Sokół
and Lewiński (2011a); for values in the middle range of m the resulting layout follows
the near-optimal solutions here presented, see Fig. 4.10c; ﬁnally for greater values of m,
a similar layout to the solution of Michell appears. It is worth noting the existence of
hybrid solutions, see Fig. 4.10b. Let us outline that for very small values of m a large
number of nodes is required to reduce the relative error underneath the ﬁxed threshold;
there is not simple near-optimal solution in these cases.
According to these facts, the knowledge of the absolute optimum solution in each
case —albeit necessary— is not enough to guide practical design; a design guide will
require a detailed exploration around the optimal solution to ﬁnd near-optimal, simpler
layouts.

Conclusions
As in the full plane problem, solutions of these near-optimal layouts, being of a lower
order of complexity, have very similar —although of course greater— cost values to
those of the benchmark’s solutions from Sokół and Lewiński (2011a).
The application to the minimisation problem of an analytical —variational— method
has provided a direct and simple expression to the exact geometry of the arch, that is
found to be a spiral with a constant radius growth rate, avoiding thus the need to search
approximate curves, showing again —as in other optimization problems in Nature— that
spirals lie among the simpler extensions of circular forms when the latter properties can’t
deal with all requirements of the problem. In this problem, the requirement of having
a growing radius to reach the optimum global slenderness is solved with such family of
curves.
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(a) m D 0:042388, 26 nodes

(b) m D 0:125, 14 nodes

(c) m D 0:200, 10 nodes

(d) m D 0:250, 9 nodes

(e) m D 0:375, 9 nodes

(f) m D 0:450, 9 nodes

Figure 4.10: Solutions with minimal number of nodes and relative error less than 5%

It can be seen from solutions found that diﬀerences on near–to–optimal layouts are of
higher importance, or higher magnitude, that corresponding diﬀerences in costs. Thus it
can be concluded that the knowledge of optimum layouts, being important, is not suﬃcient for guiding designer to real solutions, as these latter can substantially diﬀer in form
or in aspect from theoretical optima with only minor overruns.
An interesting conclusion from the designer’s point of view is the importance of
the skewback of the support layout for the optimality of the solution: it can be seen
that optimum layouts can be considered very “rigid” regarding this issue. Near–optimal
solutions are formally identical in the vicinity of supports as can be seen in table 4.3:
layout near support for these solutions is constant for ample ranges on the value of , with
two great diﬀerent “design approaches” that cover most of the problem space deﬁned by
parameters m; , see Fig 4.9: in ﬁrst region —on right of dashed lines— the support bar
is aligned with reaction, corresponding to the case of low thrust, whilst in cases of high
thrust the form of the whole support region is deﬁned in order to reach at a minimum
cost the eccentricity of horizontal thrust that is equilibrated between supports via the
upper chord of the arch, see Fig 4.9 —on left of dashed lines— with the suppression in
both cases of one of the components of the tie. As forces near supports —reactions— are
unavoidable, the minimization of bar costs on such region is a most important component
of the whole problem.
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How to measure the complexity —and its comparison with material costs— remains
one of open questions in abstract minimization problems. A possible approximation to
that matter has been presented here, involving the relaxation of the minimum attained in
exchange for a substantial reduction on the number of nodes, number that can be used as
an indicator of the design complexity.
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Chapter 5

On the Insurmountable Size of
Truss-like Structures
5.1 The Galileo problem for truss-like structures
Galileo postulated the existence of insurmountable sizes, for example, in stone columns
bearing a useful load is the size for which the structure is only able to resist its self-weight.
Here we propose a similar approach, now for the case of trusses with useful load arranged
as forces applied at the nodes, to obtain the structural scope of these structures, subjected
to the following limitations: (i) bars are of constant cross-section; (ii) identical tensioncompression patterns on bars due to both useful load and self-weight (i.e., equal sign of
the internal force in each bar in these two independent load conditions); (iii) the material
has the same absolute value of allowable stress in tension than in compression; and (iv)
buckling of compressed bars is not taken into consideration. The aim is to obtain a ﬁrst
estimate of the structural scope for a given structural form, and the structural eﬃciency.
The method proposed here aim to include the cost of transmitting the distributed selfweight along the length of each bar to its extremes, because in large structure this cost
will generally be important in relative terms. Rozvany (1984) proposed an optimization
method that include self-weight but that require bars with variable cross-section —excluded in our approach, limitation (i)—, in fact adopting an exponential function. Such
form for bars (close to the so named ’constant maximum stress design’) require a stress
tensor that does not fulﬁl the diﬀerential equations of equilibrium (Antuña Bernardo and
Vázquez Espí, 2012), so the solutions obtained cannot be considered feasible solutions
for the problem. Other authors (Orta Rial, 2005; Pritchard, Gilbert, and Tyas, 2005; Alvarez and Carrasco, 2005; Nagase and Skelton, 2014), circumvent the problem of having
to consider any bending eﬀects including only half of the bar weight in each of its nodes,
but then smart algorithms, as Simulated Annealing, will choose solutions with very large
length, as the bending is free of cost (Orta Rial, 2005). The diﬃculties of tackling with
self-weight in truss-like structures disappear in continuous structures using for example
FEM (Lee, James, and Martins, 2012; Kegl and Brank, 2006).
The selected limitations are justiﬁed for several reasons. (i) has a practical meaning. With (ii), we avoid special cases whereby the self-weight of the structure can be
equilibrated by the external loading, as pointed out by Bendsoe (1995). With (iii) and
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(iv), we keep the model simple, but (iii) it is not diﬃcult to overcome and (iv) maybe be
suppressed in future research applying new results on this subject (Cervera Bravo, Ortiz
Herrera, et al., 2013).
5.1.1 Equilibrium equations with useful loads and self-weight
Let be NQ the internal forces in a Maxwell structure under the action of the useful load Q
(hereafter bold capital denote vector or arrays). Suppose that we have solved the problem
of designing with bars that include their self-weight. Such bars represent an additional
load due to its self-weight that we can introduce using statically equivalent forces at their
ends, P. The local equilibrium of the self-weight at interior points of the bar depends
on the type of bar: for straight beams, on its bending; for cables or bars without bending
stiﬀness, on the curvature of the bar itself. The Maxwell structure will have to develop
additional internal forces for these new loads, NP . We can consider that the design problem is solved if it results that for each bar an axil internal force in the  direction deﬁned
by its ends is developed, N D NQ C NP , and the bar is dimensioned to strictly resist
the resulting stresses, including local stresses due to self-weight along the bar
 itself. The
/
.N
D
sgn
N
above (ii) limitation can
now
be
expressed
saying
that
sgn
Q , and hence
P

sgn N D sgn NQ .
The equilibrium equations are the same for both sets of loads:
Q D HNQ

P D HNP

Q C P D HN

(5.1)

Let !i be the ratio between the equivalent weight due to self-weight in the vertex i of the
bar and the internal force, i.e., !i D Pi =N . Then:
(5.2)

P D ΩL N

In this expression ΩL is the matrix of coeﬃcients !ij of each bar j for each component
i of P, depending on L, the size of the structure. Of course, each column of ΩL has only
two non-null components. Therefore,
Q C ΩL N D HN

Q D .H

ΩL /N

(5.3)

Note that these equations are nonlinear, as ΩL depends on the size L of the structure and
on the sign pattern of NQ , which is given.
When Q ! 0, i.e., when the structure cannot resist more than its self-weight (and its
size L is then equal to the scope L of its form), results:
.H

ΩL /N D 0

and the value of L is determined as the lowest value of L for which .H
excluding L D 0.

(5.4)
ΩL / is singular,

5.1.2 Beams (straight bars)
Let ` be the length of the bar, and ˇ the angle formed by the bar and the horizontal,
see Figure 5.1. The expressions for the internal forces along the bar (tension is positive,
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N

P1

`
A

ˇ
P0

N

`x

Figure 5.1: Beam

compression is negative) are:


N.s/ D N C A sin ˇ s


1
`
2

1
M.s/ D A cos ˇ s .`
2

s/

(5.5)

We will use the following design conditions: the bars have deﬁned the depth h and the
radius of gyration i as fractions of the length ` of the bar: h D k1  `; i D k2  h D k3  `
The maximum normal stresses depending on s (position on the  axis of the bar) are,
according to Navier-Bernouilli beam model:
N.s/ M.s/
˙
A
W

(5.6)

N.s/ k1 M.s/
N.s/ hM.s/
˙
˙
D
A
2Ai 2
A
2Ak32 `

(5.7)

.s/ D
.s/ D

1
2k4 M.s/
1 k1
D
with k4 D
2
`
4 k3
4k1 k22




`
s
A.s/ D N C As
1
cos ˇ
sin ˇ ˙ k4 1
2s
`
A.s/ D N.s/ ˙

(5.8)
(5.9)

The stress is maximum for s D k5i ` with

k4 cos ˇ ˙ sin ˇ
2k4 cos ˇ


1
1
tan ˇ
1C
D
2
k4

k5i D
k5T

in the situation with lower compression or with higher tension, and


1
1
tan ˇ
k5C D
1
2
k4
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in the situation with lower tension or with higher compression, which means that for ˇ
such that tan ˇ  k4 , the stress is maximum at the ends of the bar.
Taking k6T D minf1; k5T g:




1
A  T D N C Ak6T sin ˇ 1
C k4 cos ˇ.1 k6T / `
(5.13)
2k6T
By grouping the parameters corresponding to the bar, with the following deﬁnition
of a new constant ki :




1
C k4 cos ˇ.1 k6T /
(5.14)
ki D k6T sin ˇ 1
2k6T
we can write:
A  T D N C Aki `

(5.15)

A  C D N

(5.16)

and similarly:
Aki `

Being f the allowable stress of the material; making T D C D f to select the
appropriate constant cross-sectional area A, it results, depending on the sign of N :
A
D˙
N
f

1
 ki `

(5.17)

The coeﬃcients !i of the matrix  are:
!i D ˙

` A
D sgn.NQ /
2 N
2

1
A
`

ki



(5.18)

As the equation (5.9) only considers the component  of the stress tensor, with the
model based on the hypothesis of Navier, only appropriate for very slender beams, for
which the eﬀects of Saint Venant’s principle can be neglected, the expression in (5.18)
is a good approximation for the self-weight of very slender beams. We keep us on this
simple model in this initial work for the sake of simplicity. More accurate models will
be used in future research.
Bars with rectangular section
p
With rectangular section, k2 D 1= 12, being the width b the free design parameter. The
cross-sectional area is A D h  b D k1 b  ` . Using this value of k2 to calculate ki , from
(5.18) we can calculate the values of !i for given values of k1 .
Bars with hollow rectangular section
The radius of gyration of a hollow rectangular section with depth h, width b and thickness
t is:
s
12ht 3 6h2 t 2 6bht 2 C 3bh2 t 8t 4 C 4bt 3 C h3 t
iD
(5.19)
24t 2 C 12ht C 6bt
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N
n
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t
c

P1
`y D v
g
A
N

P0

p

ˇ l

ˇ

h

A

v

`x D h
(a) xy axes

(b) Local axes

Figure 5.2: Catenary arc

Eliminating terms with powers of t , we obtain the value of i when t ! 0:
s
3bh2 C h3
i
12 .h C b/

(5.20)

Taking for this case as an additional design decision that the width b is proportional to
the depth .b D kb h/, resulting the value of k2 :
s
1
3kb C 1
(5.21)
k2 D p
12 kb C 1
being the thickness t the free design parameter. Now for given values of k1 and kb , we
can take the area of the section as A D 2.h C b/t D 2.1 C kb /k1 t  `, and using this
value of k2 we can calculate the values of !i .
5.1.3 Catenary bars of constant cross-section
Among all the alternatives for design with constant cross-section and self-weight, the
catenary arc, see Figure 5.2(a), is the better known in respect to eﬃciency, because there
is no tangential stress involved (Antuña Bernardo and Vázquez Espí, 2012).
Of course this is a theoretical solution, very diﬃcult to build in practice. But as the
optimal solutions from Michell’s theory —in fact, funicular structures and hence intrinsic
instable ones— their study lead to theoretical limits that no other solution with constant
cross-section can surmount.
Let p; n be axes such that axis p follows direction , see Figure 5.2(b). The gravity
axis is g, so ˇ is the angle formed by horizontal axis and p. The chord of the catenary
arc is c, its height is v, and its base is h (h D c cos ˇI v D c sin ˇ).
The basic equation results from the equilibrium of a diﬀerential arc ds: the variation
of the internal force plus the weight must be null:
dNE C A. sin ˇ;
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and it can be integrated as:
NE D A.s sin ˇ C K1 ; s cos ˇ C K2 /

(5.23)

Let s0 be the point of the curve with parallel tangent to p axis:
NE .s0 / D N.s0 /  .1; 0/ D A.s0 sin ˇ C K1 ; s0 cos ˇ C K2 /

(5.24)

Furthermore, N.s0 / is the oblique component of the internal force, O hereafter, i.e., the
component in the chord direction for the oblique p; g axes, i.e. N . Hence, obtaining the
values of K1 and K2 from the previous expression:
NE .s/ D .Np ; Nn / D A ..s

s0 / sin ˇ C k; .s

s0 / cos ˇ/

with k D

O
A
(5.25)

Now, changing to the l; t axes of the ﬁgure, s0 D 0, l.0/ D 0, and t .0/ D 0:
NE .s/ D .Nl ; N t / D A.s sin ˇ C k; s cos ˇ/

with k D

O
A

(5.26)

Note the deﬁnition of the s coordinate: s grows with the concavity on the left, i.e., in the
growing direction of dt =dl. In the ﬁgure, s grows to the right and the concavity points
up. As a result, c will be negative for a compression arch, accordingly with the deﬁnition
of h and v as function of c and ˇ above.
Deﬁning tan ˛ as the slope of the tangent to the curve,
tan ˛ D

Nt
Nl

cos ˛ D q

Nl
Nl2 C N t2

sin ˛ D q

Nt
Nl2 C N t2

and the parametric equations for this curve can be obtained by integration :
Z
Z
l.s/ D cos ˛ ds
t .s/ D sin ˛ ds

(5.27)

(5.28)

Deﬁning
1 .s/ D k sinh

1



s C k sin ˇ
k cos ˇ



2 .s/ D

q

k 2 C s 2 C 2ks sin ˇ,

(5.29)

the parametric equations are:
l.s/ D .1 .s/
t .s/ D

.1 .s/

1 .0// cos2 ˇ C .2 .s/
1 .0// sin ˇ cos ˇ C .2 .s/

2 .0// sin ˇ
2 .0// cos ˇ

(5.30)
(5.31)

Note that the limit of l.s/ for ˙=2 is ˙.s jkj/ C k, and the limit of t .s/ is null (a
vertical line).
The modulus of the axial force is:
ˇ ˇ
q
ˇ
ˇ
ˇO ˇ
ˇE ˇ
2
2
(5.32)
ˇN .s/ˇ D A k C s C 2ks sin ˇ D ˇˇ ˇˇ 2 .s/
k
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The coordinates s1 and s2 are determined by the fact that the ends of the arc must be
the points .l1 ; t1 / and .l2 ; t2 / with the conditions l2 l1 D c and t1 D t2 , i.e.:
l.s1 / D l1

t .s1 / D t1

l.s2 / D l1 C c

Accordingly, deﬁning ˆi .s/ D i .s/

t .s2 / D t2

(5.33)

i .0/:

.ˆ1 .s2 /

ˆ1 .s1 // cos2 ˇ

f.ˆ1 .s2 /

ˆ1 .s1 // sin ˇ C .ˆ2 .s2 /

.ˆ2 .s2 /

ˆ2 .s1 // sin ˇ D c

(5.34)

ˆ2 .s1 //g cos ˇ D 0

(5.35)

The failure criterion is the additional equation for determining k. For example, if
k > 0 and ˇ > 0, the maximum slope with the horizontal line is at s2 and N.s2 / D fA
for strictly choosing the value of the constant cross-sectional area A:
q
k 2 C s22 C 2ks2 sin ˇ D A
(5.36)
Hence, in general
q
k 2 C si2 C 2ksi sin ˇ D A

with i D 1 or 2

(5.37)

fk, s1 , s2 g is the solution of f(5.34), (5.35), (5.37)g. In this way, k, s1 , s2 can be determined numerically for given values of jcj, ˇ, A and sgn.NQ /.
The weights on the Maxwell structure are determined with the ! coeﬃcients:
!pD0 D

PpD0
D
N

s1
k

!pDc D

PpDc
s2
D
N
k

(5.38)

5.2 An example
We will use the example from Figure 5.3 as a study case.
The equilibrium equations (5.1) at nodes 1; 2; 3 with point loads .Hi ; Vi / and the
equations (5.2) relating coeﬃcients ! with weights P and oblique internal forces O are:
H

2
6
6
6
6
4

H1
V1
H2
V2
H3

3

‚
2

7
6
7
6
7 D 6
7
6
5
4

K1
K2
0
0
K1

K1
K2
K1
K2
0

…„

1
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
1

0
0
1
0
0

ƒ2
3
76
76
76
76
54

Oj
Op
Ocs
Ot
Oci

3

p
7
K
D
a=
a 2 C h2
1
7
7 with
7
p
5
K2 D h= a2 C h2

(5.39)

Ω

2
6
6
6
6
4

0
P1
0
P2
0

3

‚
2

7
6
7
6
7 D 6
7
6
5
4

…„
0
0
0
0
0
!j1 !p1 !cs1 0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 !p2
0
! t 2 !ct 2
0
0
0
0
0
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(a) Geometry Deﬁnition
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Q
h
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b
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h

Q
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Oci D
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Q
h

Oj D
P3
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(b) Useful Load
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Ocs D
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C 2P2 /
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P2
Oci D ha .P1 C 2P2 /
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P3

(c) Self Weight

(d) Layout with Catenary Bars for the Unsurmountable Size for the case L= h D 8

Figure 5.3: An example

To obtain the expression of the eﬃciency we need besides to know the value of P3 :
P3 D ! t N t C !j Nj

(5.40)

Hence r D Q=.Q C P1 C P2 C P3 /.
To obtain the structural scope L we must solve the equation jH Ωj D 0, determining the value of coeﬃcients ! for each type of bar. In the case of straight bars, for given
values of h= l for solid and hollow rectangular cross-sections and additionally for given
values of b= h for hollow cross-sections, we determine directly from (5.18) the values
of such coeﬃcients !i , that depend only on L=A. From the solutions of the equation,
we choose the lowest real value, which corresponds to the value L=A for the form. In
the case of catenary bars, for each step of an iterative process depending on the value
of L, we calculate numerically the value of the coeﬃcients !ij from (5.38) for each bar,
working with lengths relatives to A, and the resulting solution is the value of L=A for
which jH Ωj D 0. The sign of the coeﬃcients ! is chosen according to the sign of the
internal forces due to useful loads Q.
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Table 5.1: Scopes for the structure of the example with  D 8. In the right column appear the
values of the scope using normal steel with 2.3 km of material structural scope
b= h
L=A
L (steel, m)
Rectangular cross-sections, straight bars
0.10
–
0.177
407
0.20
–
0.299
688
Hollow rectangular cross-sections, straight bars
0.10
0.50
0.264
607
0.10
1.00
0.299
688
0.20
0.50
0.397
913
0.20
1.00
0.430
989
Circular cross-section, catenary bars
–
–
0.662
1523
h= l

5.2.1 A concrete case
In the ﬁrst place we solve the concrete problem of Figure 5.3 when the depth/span ratio
is 1=8, i.e. the proportion or slenderness  of the structure equal to 8.
Table 5.1 shows the results for diﬀerent cases of solid and hollow rectangular sections,
beside the case of catenary bars, obtained with the proposed method. It is also include
real values of structural scope in each case for a normal steel.
From the deﬁnition (1.7) and data from Figure 5.3 the Michell number in this case is
 D 89=54 and following GA rule the result is L=A  1= D 0:6067, and the scope for
steel is 1 395m. Comparing with data of Table 5.1, it is clear that GA rule oﬀers a correct
order of magnitude, but not a precise ﬁgure for the structural scope (the insurmountable
size).
5.2.2 A family of cases: the structural schema
The drawing of Figure 5.3 is a representative of an inﬁnite family of structural forms in
which only the h=L ratio varies. In this manner each value of the slenderness  D L= h
and each size L select a member of the set. As it is have been introduced in Chapter 1,
we name this set structural schema21 . Our aim now is search for some fundamental
relationships among slenderness, insurmountable size and eﬃciency of the structural
schema derived from Figure 5.3.
From (1.7), Michell’s number for this structural schema is:
 ./ D

5
12
C
27
9

(5.41)

and equating its derivative to zero, we get the optimal slenderness for the case of null
span L:
6
(5.42)
opt .L D 0/ D p D 2:6833
5
21 Let us remember the four concepts introduced for the description of the structural form:

ness, Schema and Thickness.
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Figure 5.4: Comparing obtained results of eﬃciency with results applying GA and modiﬁed GA
rules for two slenderness cases of the example

The GA rule predicts an insurmountable size for this slenderness of 1:006A. Is this
value accurate? Not too much: with the proposed method the correct value is 1:1849A
for this slenderness. Is this slenderness the corresponding one to the maximum span for
any form into this schema? The answer is no again: with a slenderness slightly lesser
.2:455/ we get an insurmountable size slightly greater of 1:1851A.
The following question arises: is the GA rule a good or useful rule? To discuss
this issue, we draw the Figure 5.4. We picture two cases:  D 8 and  D 2:455 (the
optimal slenderness from the point of view of the maximum insurmountable size of the
schema). Apart of the numerical calculations with the proposed method (thick lines) and
the GA rule (thin lines), we draw too Galileo’s rule using the insurmountable size from
the proposed method (“modiﬁed GA rule”, thin, dashed lines).
From this ﬁgure, it is clear that GA rule underestimates the scope so that overestimates
the cost in poor eﬃcient structures (with low useful load), but it is a superb approximation
for small structures, i.e., eﬃcient structures, the structures the practitioners would wish
to use. Note, as an example, that most famous suspended bridges at their epoch have been
of a structural size at most a 10% with respect to their insurmountable size relative to the
structural scope of the material which they were built (Antuña Bernardo and Vázquez
Espí, 2012).
Can we improve the GA rule? A simple attempt consists in using Galileo’s rule
with the insurmountable size from the proposed method, the modified GA rule: this new
approximation underestimates the cost in all cases, so it is worse than the original one,
but yet a correct approximation of the order of magnitude.
Figure 5.5 shows a graphic relating the values of insurmountable size for the truss
with catenary bars (thick line) and for the truss with beams (dashed lines) as function of
 with the function obtained from the GA rule (thin line). It results a good approximation
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Figure 5.5: Scopes for the schema of the example depending on slenderness

for estimate the scope, better for higher slenderness, but even in the case of lower slenderness (near to optimal), the GA rule anticipates the value of this optimum slenderness
with a great accuracy. A drawback of the GA rule is that the optimal slenderness does
not varies with the span L, i.e., it does not account the diﬀerence between the optimal
slenderness for t D 0 and t D 1 that we found with the proposed method: this drawback
is inherent to the formulation of the rule.
It is worth of noting that GA rule does not approximate in any manner the case of
beams. This is because GA rule only accounts the stress volume of the average value
of normal stress in the direction . A similar rule appropriate for trusses formed with
beams must be formulate accounting that the normal stress varies with bending due to
self-weight, and the corresponding stress volume will be then greater, as from deﬁnition
(1.6) we must integrate the absolute value of the stress tensor over all the volume.

5.3 The practical usefulness of Galileo’s Rule
Recall the concrete case of 5.2.1 and Table 5.1. Let us suppose that a solution for the
Maxwell problem of Figure 5.3b is to be found with the geometry of Figure 5.3a working with normal steel and solid rectangular cross-section. We cannot use now GA rule
because the diﬀerent distribution of the useful load (without local bending) and the selfweight (with it), but we can obtain an order of magnitude with Galileo rule and the structural scope in Table 5.1.
If the size of the problem is 50 m, we can estimate that the eﬃciency of the structure
will be approx. 1 50=407 D 0:88, i.e., 88%; furthermore we can estimate the selfweight as 1 1=0:88 D 0:14, i.e., up to 14% of the useful load of the problem. So we
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can try a preliminary design with a total load of 1:14 times useful load using standards
design procedures.
But if the size of the problem would be 150 m, for example, the ﬁgures would be
now 63% and 59%, i.e., the self-weight of the structure is more than half the useful load
and probably we would feel compelled to search for a better form, perhaps reducing the
original slenderness of 8, as a way of reducing the cost of the solution.
Of course, if the size is small enough, say 10 m, the structural size will be 0:025, the
eﬃciency of 98%, and the self-weight negligible (a standard assumption for real, small
size structures). Galileo’s rule justiﬁes in this manner the normal assumption about selfweight in normal structures built with contemporary structural materials. But the rule,
qualitatively, also it is important when we tackle with historic or contemporary structures
built with material of small strength, like brickwork (masonry), mud-brick (adobe), etc.
For example, mud-brick has structural scope about 20 m (although it varies very much
depending on the quality of the mud mixture used), hence in the case of a medieval castle
with walls of 12 m height, the self-weight can represent 67% of the total load, providing
that the design would be strict. Actually, as the medieval design was not strict in any way,
the self-weight frequently is the unique load worth of consideration, as the roof and ﬂoor
loads, i.e. the useful loads, are negligible generally (see Vázquez Espí, 1997, p. 47, note
6).
Let us outline that the above procedure consist in a few and very simple calculations
at the ﬁrst step of the design process, providing we have at our disposal the kind of data of
the Table 5.1 for the Maxwell problem under consideration. The teaching of this practice
and the associated design theory are included into the curriculum for graduate students
of the School of Architecture of Madrid since three decades ago22 .

Conclusions
In this chapter we have presented a numerical method to deal with the self-weight load
before the cross-sections of its bars are known. When applied to well deﬁnite Maxwell
problems the method can be used to resolve concrete structural form determining the
thickness of its bars, its total self-weight and its structural eﬃciency. Besides, the method
can be used to explore the space of solutions associated to the Maxwell problem and to
a deﬁnite structural schema, determining the relationships between size, slenderness,
insurmountable size, and eﬃciency of each solution in the search space.
With this method we have checked the GA rule (i.e., Galileo-Aroca rule), an approximated but simple formulation to determine the insurmountable size and eﬃciency of
structural forms or schemata, outlining its advantages and drawbacks, and suggesting
further research to resolve the latter ones.
The proposed method could be improved in several ways: (i) incorporating a more
realistic model of the stress distribution for beams (straight bars with bending); (ii) managing diﬀerent values for tension and compression allowable stress; (iii) considering the
local buckling of beams and compressed catenary arcs. In this way, this work can be
22 It must be indicated the existent similarities with the methodology developed by the research group of
Samyn and De Wilde on “conceptual design”, used in the teaching of architectural engineering in the Vrije
Universiteit Brussel (see De Wilde, 2006).
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considered as a reconsideration of the seminal problem of a theory of structural design,
formulated by Galileo in 1638, and the approximate solution envisaged by Ricardo Aroca
for ﬁrst time in the eighties of the last century. We hope that this work can contribute to
new and promising researches in the future.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions
In this work a study of the eﬃciency has been done for some structures that resolve the
two loads problem, having into account the inﬂuence of the variation of size (i.e. the
span of the structure) and the corresponding variation of self-weight.
In Chapters 3 and 4, and in order to consider the problem of obtaining near-optimal
forms, the study is done for a null size; that is to say, the self-weight is not taken into
account as a load, and it is shown the deﬁnition of structures with lowest cost for some
given general forms with results close to the absolute optimal.
In order to carry out the evaluation of the eﬃciency with consideration of the selfweight, a method for the determination of the insurmountable size for truss structures
has been proposed (Chapter 5). Once such size is obtained, a study of the eﬃciency for
a given structural schema can be done, obtaining the eﬃciency as a function of size and
slenderness.

Optimization problems for null structural size (or negligible self-weight)
The resulting problems are problems of minimization of functionals, where it must be
obtained —besides another parameters— the expression of a function —a curve representing an arc— that makes minimal the corresponding functional. For the resolution
of these problems, the use of semi-analytical methods with approximation by numerical
coeﬃcients and the use of pure analytical methods by means of variational calculus have
been shown, the ﬁrst for the problem corresponding to the full plane domain, and the
latter for the problem corresponding to the half-plane domain.
In the ﬁrst case, a curve resulting of the numeric approximation is obtained, and so,
with an awkward expression; but two enough approximate functions but with a simple
geometric deﬁnition have been introduced: ellipses and circles. In the latter case, the
solution obtained by means of variational calculus directly results in a simple (from the
point of view of its construction) curve: a logarithmic spiral. The path so deﬁned, solves
the need to achieve the corresponding height for the optimal slenderness from the end of
the skewback. In this regard, from the analysis of the solutions of the problem presented
with horizontal forces, it follows that the form of the skewback of the support layout is
very important for obtaining near-optimal solutions.
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In relation to the generic form of optimal layouts, it has been included the possibility
of introducing non-smooth points, and has been shown that when an inﬁnite number of
nodes is involved, the optimal layout does not include such points.
Importance of the near-optimal solutions
The results presented in Chapters 3 and 4 shown that the search of near-optimal solutions
can be as important from the point of view of the results for the design, as the optimal
search itself: the optimal region of the search space in this kind of problems is characterized by its flat quality23 , so, changes with very large constructive implications —e.g.
the substitution of a net of two curvilinear directions with a fan of straight lines— can
be made without implying a signiﬁcant cost increment, but obtaining some substantial
beneﬁts from the point of view of the design and implementation.
The cost of the complexity
Directly related with the details on the previous paragraph, the measure of complexity
is an open question in minimization problems. In Chapter 4 a ﬁrst approximation to
that matter has been presented, involving a minimum-relaxation, looking for a solution
with the minimum number of nodes and with relative error less than a given quantity.
This number of nodes can be used as a primary indicator of the design complexity, but
obviously, a more accurate approximation to this question must be developed
There are few Maxwell problems with known optimal solutions
The absolute optimal solution establishes the benchmark with which a comparison with
other solutions can be done. Therefore, it is important to have a catalog of these forms
for diﬀerent Maxwell problems. It must be noted that there are very few problems for
which such optimal solution has been found, and none of this optimal forms taking into
consideration the self-weight is known (see Appendix A).
A first step to address efficiency with self-weight
The method presented in Chapter 5 allows to handle self-weight before the sizing of the
structure. The method can be used for the exploration of the solutions for a Maxwell
problem for a given schema, determining the existing relations for those problem and
schema between size, slenderness and eﬃciency, through the previous determination of
the insurmountable size for every case.
Besides an approximated design rule has been shown which allows to perform an
estimation of the eﬃciency of a structural form from its scope in a very simple way.
Comparing it with numerical results, it is showed what are the conditions for which the
rule is a good approximation, and how it should be improved to remedy its shortcomings.
23 See

Kirkpatrick, Gelatt Jr., and Vecchi (1983, p. 674) for an explanation of this condition in the space
of solutions in an optimization problem.
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Geometric parameters of materials
Throughout all the above exposition, the knowledge of the material properties needed
is reduced to only one parameter, that we name scope of the material, a characteristic
length thereof (also its speciﬁc strength), which is the ratio between the admisible stress
and the speciﬁc weight. Apropos of this, we can obtain an important conclusion: geometrical properties of materials (i.e. strain and scope) have more explanatory capacity
than strength, stiﬀness or speciﬁc weight taken separately.
Directions for future research
Complexity
As indicated above, a ﬁrst question to consider would be to compile a catalog of optimal
and near-optimal forms solving diﬀerent Maxwell problems. For it would be necessary
to set up an appropriate measure of the complexity. We have, for example, the following
primary indicators:
– N , the number of nodes of the structure,
– I , the number of internal forces, i.e. the number of bars (Nagase and Skelton,
2014, ‘ﬁxed complexity’)
– R, the number of regions deﬁned by the bars and the external forces, i.e. the number of nodes N  of the reciprocal ﬁgure of the structure, and
– H , the number of holes in the structure.
N and I are indicators of the complexity of the geometry; R and H are indicators of
the complexity of the topology. These primary indicators should be properly weighted to
introduce in our measure issues about the building process: e.g. aligned bars that together
compound a chord or an arch. It should then be obtained a new indicator, function of the
primary ones, from which to impose the maximum allowed complexity in the search of
near-optimals, or to look for minimum complexity when the maximum allowable cost is
ﬁxed. Nevertheless the bi-objective case —looking for minimal complexity and minimal
stress volume— will lead to a Pareto set, i.e. a catalog of Pareto optimal solutions.
Cost of foundations
The introduction of the size in the problem makes necessary the introduction of the foundation cost: the reactions are unknown in part, therefore, it’s necessary to take into account such costs for a correct comparison between diﬀerent solutions (see Rozvany and
Sokół, 2012; Vázquez Espí, 2013; Cervera Bravo, Vázquez Espí, and Vázquez Espí,
2014, 2015).
Self-weight
It would be necessary an extension of the variational formulation shown in Chapter 4, to
incorporate the self-weight of the bars, to obtain the optimal forms in problems where
self-weight is taken into consideration.
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Although it is well known in the case of null size —i.e. Maxwell problems— the
identity in the optimum for the two objectives of minimal stress volume and minimal
deformation or compliance (see Theorem 12, p. 18), it would be appropriate to extend
the conclusions on forms and eﬃciency when it is intented to introduce conventional
limits of strain or displacement.
Improvements to the presented method
Regarding to the proposed method in Chapter 5 for the calculation of the structural scope,
it can be improved in the following ways:
– Managing more realistic models of the stress distribution on beams, e.g. incorporating the Timoshenko beams theory.
– Considering local buckling of beams and compressed catenary arcs24
– Considering materials with diﬀerent values for tension and compression allowable
stress

24 Through the introduction of a buckling coeﬃcient in the subroutines of determination of the coeﬃcients
wi ; for a given material and a given type of cross-section such buckling coeﬃcient depends exclusively on
the quotient `2i =Ni (see Cervera Bravo, Ortiz Herrera, et al., 2013).
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On Galileo’s Tallest Column
Introduction25
The height at which an unloaded column will fail under its own weight was calculated for
ﬁrst time by Galileo for cylindrical columns. Galileo questioned himself if there exists
a shape function for the cross-section of the column with which it can attains a greater
height than the cylindrical column. The problem is not solved since then, although the
deﬁnition of the so named “constant maximum strength” solids seems to give an aﬃrmative answer to Galileo’s question, in the form of shapes which seem to attain inﬁnite
height, even when loaded with a useful load at the top. The main contribution of this
work is to show that Galileo’s problem is (i) an important problem for structural design
theory of buildings and other structures, (ii) not solved by the time being in any sense and
(iii) a interesting problem for mathematicians involved in related but very diﬀerent problems (as Euler’s tallest column). A contemporary formulation of the problem is included
as a result of a research on the subject.
In 1638, in his Discorsi e Dimostrazioni Matematiche, Galileo postulated the existence of the tallest column, i.e., a cylindrical column, such that it attains the maximum height once the area of its cross-section and the strength of its material are prescribed. Therefore, Galileo’s tallest column is in the limit of resistance only bearing its
own weight. The rationale of his proof gave raise to the Square-cube law, a mathematical
principle that considers the relationship between the ﬂow through the surface of a volume and the stock into the latter: in the mechanical case, for example, the stress with the
weight. This principle has been very useful and applied in a variety of scientiﬁc ﬁelds,
mainly in biology (Haldane, 1926; McMahon, 1973; Thompson, 1917).
In the following century, Euler (1759) pointed out a very diﬀerent problem, i.e., to
ﬁnd the shape of a stable column, axially symmetric respect to the vertical axis, such that
it attains the maximum height once its volume, speciﬁc weight and Young’s module are
given, buckling due to the action of a load bear at its top.
25 The article presented below was originally published in Mathematical Problems in Engineering (2015)

(see reference in the Preface), and is presented due with its direct relationship with the subject of this work.
It shows, as in chapter 5, an investigation on the Galileo problem, but not referred to any bending problem.
There are some minor changes from the published paper to avoid unnecessary repetitions.
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In our view, both problems are not yet completely solved nowadays, although the
Galileo problem have received much less attention than the Euler problem. Furthermore,
we think that Galileo’s problem is more meaningful for a theory of design of structures
subjected to small limit on strains and displacements, as buildings and other structures in
civil engineering (Antuña Bernardo and Vázquez Espí, 2012; Cervera Bravo and Vázquez
Espí, 2011).
Hereafter, we consider the solid continuum with the following standard assumptions:
1. The scope of the analysis is the classical theory of Elasticity
2. The process of deformation is isothermal and quasi-static: heat or kinetic energy
are not taken in consideration into energy balancing.
3. We are only interested on solutions whose strains and displacements will be very
small, hence equilibrium and compatibility equations approximately hold in the
geometry of the undeformed body.
Section A.1 outlines important aspects of Galileo’s problem, comparing it to Euler’s,
and enlightening its importance and profound meaning for a theory of structural design.
Our main working hypothesis is formulated there. Section A.2 deals with some clues that
support our working hypothesis, i.e., that a insurmountable size exists for a fairly large
set of structural problems, as it is the case of cylindrical columns of Galileo’s ﬁrst insight
on the tallest column. This section covers the main aim of this paper: to attract mathematicians to work out Galileo’s problem, because we are architects and our mathematical
knowledge is, to say the least, limited, but to solve the problem is a key point to continue
the development of structural design theory. Finally, Section A.3 is devoted to formulate
the problem formally in contemporary terms.

A.1 Galileo’s problem on the tallest column
Proposition VII
Among heavy prisms and cylinders of similar ﬁgure, there is one and only
one which under the stress of its own weight lies just on the limit between
breaking and not breaking: so that every larger one is unable to carry the load
of its own weight and breaks; while every smaller one is able to withstand
some additional force tending to break it.
Galileo, 1638
In Chapter 1 (pp. 3–4), the deﬁnitions of material scope A and structural scope L have
been introduced, and we have seen that for the case of cylindrical columns, the structural
scope is numerically equal to the material scope (eq. 1.4), i.e. this is the limit postulated
by Galileo for cylindrical columns. Galileo considers in which ways this insurmountable limit can be increased. He envisaged two main ways: a) to increase the material
scope A, or b) to change the shape of the column. In the latter case, he reasons —in a
funny paragraph— that if the giants exist, they would have a very diﬀerent aspect and
proportions that human beings, speciﬁcally the bones of their legs would have a diameter/length ratio greater, because otherwise their weight —that increases proportional to
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L3 — would be greater in proportion to their strength —that increases as L2 —, and as a
result the giants would suﬀer stresses —that increases as L— greater than human beings,
and being the bone material very similar in all the mammals, the giants would be unable
to performs in their life as well as human beings. A few centuries later, this result could
be conﬁrmed comparing dinosaurs of diﬀerent size but of same suborder or family (i.e.,
Theropoda or Tyrannosauridae, see McMahon, Bonner, and Freeman, 1983).
As a material with inﬁnite strength or null speciﬁc weight does not exist, it is clear that
following ﬁrst Galileo’s way we can only increase the insurmountable height but remaining ﬁnite. If we adopt the latter way, the main question arises: does it exist an optimal
shape which have inﬁnite height? We are looking for an answer to this question because
it is a key into the theory of structural design. If the answer is “Yes”, then Galileo’s
problem have a solution for any size considered. But if the answer is “No”, there exists
instances of structural problems which have no solution, i.e., there are unsolvable problems in structural design. Furthermore, as we will show below, near the unsurmountable
size, any solution for the problem will have an unaﬀordable physical cost, so it would be
infeasible from a practical view.
Our working hypothesis is that a ﬁnite insurmountable size exists for a fairly large
set of structural problems (not only for Galileo’s problem). Moreover, the optimal shape
for each problem —that maximise the ﬁnite insurmountable size— is a sound reference
to measure the eﬃciency of all other shapes with size lesser than the one of the optimal
shape (Cervera Bravo, 1990; Cervera Bravo and Vázquez Espí, 2011).
A.1.1 Comparison between Euler’s and Galileo’s problems
Remind the cylindrical column of height L and diameter d . As we saw, such a column
will be unsafe if its height L be equal to or greater than material scope A. But the column
may also fail by elastic buckling. According to Landau and Lifshitz’ Course (Landau and
Lifshitz, 1970), the critical height for buckling is related to the diameter by:
s
E
Lcr D 0:792 3  d 2=3
(A.1)

The ratio E   is another characteristic length of the structural material. Whereas the
scope A is its speciﬁc strength, E D E   is its speciﬁc stiﬀness. Let us deﬁne the
geometrical slenderness of the column as the ratio  D L  d . Then:
r
p
p
3
3
3 E
cr d D 0:792 E
cr D 0:792
(A.2)
d
Therefore, the safety of a given column bearing only its own weight requires that two
conditions hold: (i) L  A; (ii)   cr . It is worth to note that it is always possible
to satisfy the second condition, as for each height we can choose d such that   cr .
However the ﬁrst condition is an absolute one, as it only depends of the properties of
material. Hence, the height of a safe cylindrical column would be lesser than or equal
to L.
This limit, as noted above, only could be modiﬁed in two ways: changing material’s
properties or changing the shape of the column (or both). The interesting point here is that
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to answer Galileo’s question we must elucidate if a ﬁnite structural scope L (related with
the material scope A) exists for any shape of the column. The advances in the analysis of
the solution for Euler’s problem (Cox and McCarthy, 1998; Díaz and Sauvageot, 2010;
Egorov, 2010) are useless to this aim, mainly because of ignoring the limit that strength
condition imposes on the shape (condition (i) for cylindrical columns).
Furthermore, as it is well-known, the classical solutions of Euler’s problems on buckling are contradictory with the experimental data. “This contradiction between theory and
experiments is not surprising. The ideal appearance of a phenomenon is always more or
less inﬂuenced in practise by multiple causes that can deform it to the point of leaving
none but a caricature. In the problems of instability, the theory considers only perfect
elements, both form and structure indeﬁnitely elastic and resistant. The test pieces, or
the members actually built, are very far from perfection: the materials are inhomogeneous, and they are approximately elastic, and within certain limits” (Dutheil, 1952). As
a consequence, in the engineering practise, there is no bifurcation between two diﬀerent
equilibria. On the contrary, as the slenderness  approaches to its critical value cr , the
failure changes continuously from simple ﬂattening to bending with net compression.
In fact, the so named critical load (or Euler’s load) is not a “load” at all, but a stiﬀness
of the column against lateral displacement, and the failure occurs for real loads numerically lesser than this stiﬀness. (Unfortunately, this stiﬀness can be expressed in load
units (N), but it is better understood with stiﬀness unit (mN  m), showing that it is a
ratio between the bending moment and the lateral displacement). Moreover, although the
buckling of real structural members (with negligible self-weight) is a non-lineal problem
in a ﬁrst, mathematical view, therefore candidate to a numerical solution, it is possible
to overcome the diﬃculties and to solve it by a direct albeit non exact formulation when
structural strength is taken into account (Cervera Bravo, Ortiz Herrera, et al., 2013).

A.2 On the existence of a finite height for Galileo’s tallest column
Our epistemological situation confronting Galileo’s problem is analogous to the situation
that algorithm designers are when confronting the well-known Theory of NP-Completeness (Garey and Johnson, 1979). We, the structural designers, do not know if a ﬁnite
insurmountable size exists for the problem at hand, hence we can not know in advance
if our problem is solvable or not. But if we believe that this limit exists, we can manage
at least an rough estimate of its value, and armed with this knowledge to take a decision
about the solvability of the problem. Indeed, if we know the size limit that diﬀerent
types of structures can reach for our problem, we can evaluate approx the relative merit
of each type and select the most promising one for the actual size of our problem. So
the existence (or not) of a ﬁnite height for Galileo’s tallest column is a key point for our
everyday work.
Let us consider the two main approaches to the problem: ﬁrst, that such a limit does
not exist because it is easy to ﬁnd a shape that surmount any given limit; second, that
such a limit probably exist because it is very hard to ﬁnd out any shape that can overcome
a given ﬁnite limit on its height.
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A.2.1 The known solutions with infinite height are unfeasible
Although the Euler’s tallest column and related problems have received very much attention up to date, some researchers while studying that problem spent a few minutes to
study too problems related with that of Galileo. This is the case of Karihaloo and Hemp
(Karihaloo and Hemp, 1983), that study the “maximum strength design” of structural
members. In their approach, all cross sections of a structural member attain the maximum allowable stress for the given material, therefore the solution is also referred to as
“constant maximum strength design”.
Let us examine with some detail the constant maximum strength design of these authors for tension members, (see Karihaloo and Hemp, 1983, section 2.1 and Figure A.1).
Consider a cable of length L and cross-sectional area A.y/, hung on its top edge (y D L)
and being free the bottom edge (y D 0). If the gravity and the external load are acting in
the negative direction of y-axis, the condition of the constant maximum strength is:
Z L
dA
dy
A dy I
fA D
D
(A.3)
A
A
0
The solution is:
A D A0  exp.y=A/

(A.4)

If the cross-section is circular, the radius r.y/ gives us the contour of the member:
 y 
p
r.y/ D r0  exp.y=A/ D r0  exp
(A.5)
2A

This solution can have an inﬁnite height with constant stress and bear a useful load at
the bottom edge (y D 0, Q D A0 f ). Any how, its volume growth exponentially with
its size (A0 A  .exp.L=A/ 1/), so in practise it is an “intractable” solution —with the
same meaning that the term is used in algorithm complexity theory (Garey and Johnson,
1979)—, with a load cost:
C.L/ D

1
Q C V .L/
D 1 C fexp.L=A/
Q


1g

(A.6)

Furthermore, the solution is no feasible from the point of view of equilibrium because
only the equilibrium in the direction y is considered for obtaining a constant stress y .
Let us consider the 2D-case for the sake of simplicity, see Figure A.1(b). As the border
AB (or CD) is stress-free, the tangent in any point is a principal direction (a ), as the
orthogonal direction is (b D 0). As y D f , we have:
s


f C x
f x 2
a D
C
C 2
2
2
(A.7)
s
2

f C x
f x
C 2
0 D
2
2
and hence a D f = cos2 .˛/ if ˛ is the angle between the principal stress direction and
coordinate axes. This value is greater than allowable stress f for all ˛. In fact, as L
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Figure A.1: Constant Maximum Strength Cable: classical solution

increases, cos ˛ ! 0 exponentially, and a grows in the same way. As a consequence,
the classical solution is not a feasible one for common failure criteria, i.e., as Von Mises
criterion. This error is common to all solutions obtained making use of Bernoulli-Euler
theory or Navier hypothesis, as these models are not applicable in the case of variable
cross-section beams—a well-known drawback, see, for example (Tong, Tabarrok, and
Yeh, 1995). These solutions do not proof in any way that an inﬁnite size for columns or
beams would be feasible. Of course, these solutions are almost exact when the size L is
much lesser than the material structural scope A, as the exponential function grows very
slowly when its argument is very small, and for small size the solutions obtained pass
fairly well through experimental checks (Plaut and Virgin, 2011). But they are useless to
answer the question pointed out by Galileo, because to this issue we must explore sizes
of the same order of magnitude than material scope, i.e., large structures for which the
equilibrium equations must be completely fulﬁlled.
A.2.2 Trying to refute the existence of a finite height
In 2010 (unpublished work), we tried to refute the existence of a ﬁnite structural scope
whatever the structural material of Galileo’s column is. Our try was naive and unsuccessful. However we think it can help others to understand the diﬃculties of the problem
and perhaps it gives clues to better searches for a complete solution. To be short, let us
consider a 2D-version.
We have an elastic linear material as before. We choose Von Mises criterion as the
failure one, hence in any point of a feasible body the following expression must hold:
q
c .x; y/ D x2 C y2 x y C 3 2  f
(A.8)

Let us suppose that we have able to determine a suitable stress ﬁeld for an instance of
Galileo’s problem, deﬁned over all the xy plane. This ﬁeld implicitly deﬁned the shape
of a body for which (A.8) holds. The support line must intersect in some point of some
solution of:
c .x; y/ D f
(A.9)
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Eq. (A.10)

Eq. (A.9) min D
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Figure A.2: A feasible Galileo’s column from a given stress ﬁeld

Let be a and b the principal planes of the stress tensor. Then the curves that can form the
stress-free contour of the column will be solutions of one of the following equations:
a .x; y/ D 0

(A.10)

b .x; y/ D 0

depending if we are looking for a compressive or tensile solution. Furthermore, these
curves intersect in some point the solution of (A.9) and also the solution of:
a .x; y/ D ˙f

(A.11)

b .x; y/ D ˙f

Indeed, if in (A.10) we select the direction a, we must select now b in (A.11) and vice
versa. This intersection point will be named “base-end vertex” hereafter. Selecting an
appropriate set of arcs from solutions of (A.10), with the additional condition that they
deﬁne a closed region on the plane together with the support line, we get the shape of a
solution for this instance of Galileo’s problem and we can determine its height relative to
the material scope, see Figure A.2.
If we would be able to explore completely the set of all possible stress ﬁeld —and
of course, we are not— with the maximal height obtained we could answer —“Yes” or
“No”— Galileo’s question.
Generating subsets of stress fields
To check the possibility of our idea we recall on well-known Airy’s function. Whatever
Airy’s stress function ˆ, for which the biharmonic equation holds, can be deﬁned as:


N
ˆ D Re Z‰.Z/
C X.Z/
(A.12)

where ‰ and X are analytical functions in C (Goursat, 1932). The function ˆ satisﬁes
both compatibility and equilibrium equations, and the displacements can be calculated
without integration of the stress functions, from the complex potentials ‰ y X.
The stress ﬁeld is:
x D

@2 ˆ
@y 2

y

y D

@2 ˆ
@x 2
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xy D

@2 ˆ
@x@y

(A.13)
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Using the Hooke law with this ﬁeld, the displacement functions are:
1
u.x; y/ D
E
1
v.x; y/ D
E





@ˆ
C 4  Re Œ‰.x; y/
.1 C /
@x

.1


@ˆ
C 4  Im Œ‰.x; y/ C .1
.1 C /
@y
2

/



/xy C 0 y C u0
x2

y2




0 x C v 0

(A.14)
where  is Poisson’s modulus.
The complex potentials considered were simple polynomials, v. Table A.1. The coordinate origin will be at the top of a column (or at the bottom of a cable). Some boundary
conditions must hold always:
Symmetry:
Origin:

x .x; y/ D x . x; y/
y .x; y/ D y . x; y/
xy .x; y/ D xy . x; y/
x .0; 0/ D y .0; 0/ D xy .0; 0/ D 0

(A.16)

We considered also diﬀerent supports:
Base Line support: v.x; L/ D 0
Base Point support: v.0; L/ D 0

(A.17)

With a concrete selection of boundary conditions and support geometry, an instance of
the problem is deﬁned. We considered several of them, v. Table A.2.
The trial stress ﬁeld is derived from ‰ y X, which are deﬁned through some constant
parameters to be determined. In this way ˆ.x; y/ is completely deﬁned. Let us name p to
the set of parameters to be determined for the expressions of ‰, X, u.x; y/ and v.x; y/.
This parameters, once determined, will deﬁne the body (or bodies) generated by the trial
stress ﬁeld.
Table A.1: Complex, polynomial potentials

‰0
‰1
‰2
:::
‰n
X0
X1
X2
:::
Xn

D Ap C i  Bp
D .Ap C i  Bp / C .Cp C i  Dp /  Z
D .Ap C i  Bp / C .Cp C i  Dp /  Z C .Ep C i  Fp /  Z 2
D ...
D .Pn0 C iPn1 /  Z n
D Ac C i  Bc
D .Ac C i  Bc / C .Cc C i  Dc /  Z
D .Ac C i  Bc / C .Cc C i  Dc /  Z C .Ec C i  Fc /  Z 2
D ...
D .Cn0 C iCn1 /  Z n
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Getting a feasible body
Once a trial stress ﬁeld is selected in algebraic form, the Eqs. (A.16) and (A.17) must
hold simultaneously for all .x; y/. Let us represent this condition with the set of problem
equations:
PD0
(A.21)
It is worth to note that into (A.21), all the equations needed for satisfying (A.16) or (A.17)
for all .x; y/ must be included. For example, if one of (A.17) is:
.A2

CB/x 2 C .L

DA/xy C .E 3

ABC /y 2 D 0

then the following three equations will be included into (A.21):
A2

CB D 0

L

DA D 0

E3

ABC D 0

Solving (A.21) for all .x; y/, we obtain a set of relationships between the parameters
of p, that we can write as
p D Qq
(A.22)
where q is the set of independent parameters for a given ˆ, such that ˆ D ˆ.x; y; q/.
It is worth to note that some (or all) parameters in q can disappear from the stress or
displacement ﬁelds, because only derivatives of ˆ are present in the expressions of these
ﬁelds.
Table A.2: Standard problem deﬁnitions
Mountain or Peak A shortening of the shape can be measured with v.0; 0/ > 0.
x .x; y/ D x . x; y/ y .x; y/ D y . x; y/
x .0; 0/ D y .0; 0/ D 0
Support line: y D H
v.x; H / D 0 u.0; y/ D 0 u.0; H / D 0

xy .x; y/ D

xy . x; y/

(A.18)

MountainBis A shortening of the shape can be measured with v.0; H / > 0.
x .x; y/ D x . x; y/ y .x; y/ D y . x; y/ xy .x; y/ D
x .0; 0/ D y .0; 0/ D 0
Support line: y D H
@v.x; H /=@x D 0 u.0; 0/ D 0 u.0; H / D 0 v.0; 0/ D 0

xy . x; y/

(A.19)

MountainIII or Summit A shortening of the shape can be measured with v.0; H / > 0.
x .x; y/ D x . x; y/ y .x; y/ D y . x; y/ xy .x; y/ D
y .0; 0/ D 0
Support: y D H
@v.x; H /=@x D 0 u.0; 0/ D 0 u.0; H / D 0 v.0; 0/ D 0
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Left: a D max . Right: b D min . Center: Von Mises stress c .
The origin of coordinates is up in the centre of the ﬁgures, and there the stress tensor is null.
In the left ﬁgure, the three curves that deﬁne the body —from the stress ﬁeld and satisfying the Von Mises
criterion— are drawn. The red curve is max D 0, i.e., the stress-free surface of the body. The pale blue
curve is c D f : the body can not extend beyond. The pale rose curve is min D f : the support line can
not extend beyond. The three curves intersect in a unique point. The support can be the horizontal line for
this point: in this way, it can be assured that the stress at the support does not exceed the allowable stress.
The insurmountable size of the body is the absolute value of the ordinate of the intersection point, A=2 in
this example.

Figure A.3: Stress ﬁelds and the corresponding body

If the stress ﬁeld depend of some components of q, these components can be chosen
freely as equilibrium or compatibility equations will hold for arbitrary values of q. This
fact means that the given ˆ represent a family or set of solutions, not a unique one.
Remind that c is the comparison stress, and it must be calculated to assert if the
solution is feasible or not, i.e., c  f . The given or unknown line of the support
(straight or curve) must to intersect to some solutions of:
c .x; y; q/ D f

(A.23)

This requirement is necessary if the body attains its maximal resistance.
Let be a and b the principal planes of the stress tensor. Then the curves that can form
the contour free of the stress will be solutions of one of the following equations:
a .x; y; q/ D 0

b .x; y; q/ D 0

(A.24)

We must choose one of the two, depending if we look for a column (compression) or a
cable (tension). The solutions would be curves of the form F .x; y; q/ D 0.
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Selecting support curves with free contour curves in such a manner that they form a
closed domain, a set of shapes is determined. For each shape, the safety criterion must be
imposed in any interior point. In this phase, some parameters of q could be dependent of
others, and in this case a new reduction of the number of independent parameters results:
q D Rr
If all the parameters become determined now, the stress ﬁeld correspond to an unique
shape. Otherwise, we have a family of shapes depending on arbitrary values of r.
Perhaps, the main problem is to determine the base-end vertex mentioned before. If
the curves that deﬁne the shape can be obtained in explicit form (y D f .x/), they can be
managed directly. Otherwise, the shape will be deﬁned by inequations, whose sign can
be determined for each function considering the sign of its value in .0; L=2/, where L
is the size used in (A.17), if the origin was speciﬁed as a point of the free contour (null
surface stress) in (A.16).
Anyhow, always it is possible simply to draw the curves of the contour of the body:
a D 0 and the support line for an arbitrarily chosen value of the size L. Generally, the
last one will intersect to the former and to b D ˙f in two diﬀerent points. But these
two points may be the same base-end vertex of the contour: the ﬁrst point mentioned is
the vertex of the base where the stress-free contour ends; the second one is the vertex
where the own base ends. Hence, adjusting the value of L in such a manner that the two
points be the same, we will ﬁnd out the correct base-end vertex and the height of the
shape by a simple albeit tedious trial-and-error method.
An example in detail
Definitions
– Complex Potentials: ‰ D ‰ 5 C ‰ 6

X D X3 C X4

v. Table A.1

– Problem and support: MountainBis (Table A.2)
– pT D f0 ; u0 ; v0 ; C30 ; C31 ; C40 ; C41 ; P50 ; P51 ; P60 ; P61 g
– qT D fC31 g
Table A.3: Shapes of ‘mountain’ found

Normal steel, dimensionless properties:  D 0:25I  D f D 1I E D 808
problem
Potentials f‰; Xg
L  A base  A shape
Mountain
f‰2 I X1 g
0; 389
6; 96
triangle
Mountain
f‰ 4 I X4 g
0; 50
1; 53
ellipse segment
MountainBis f‰ 5 C ‰ 6 I X3 C X4 g
0; 5
f .C31 / pseudoexponential
Peak
f‰3 I X D 0g
8=11
f .P21 /‹ parabolic
segment
p
32p2
for P21 D 0
base
11 3
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– Stress function:
ˆ.x; y/ D

y4


6 x 2 y 2 C x 4 ..6  C 6/ C31 C .
.24  C 24/ H

1/ /



3 x2 y


y 3 C31

– Stress tensor:
x .x; y/ D


1/  y/ H C 6 . C 1/ x 2 y 2 C31 C .1 /  y 2
2 . C 1/ H

2 . C 1/ y .6C31 C  / H C 6 . C 1/ x 2 y 2 C31 C .1 /  .y 2 x 2 /
2 . C 1/ H
6 .C/ x C31 .H y/ C .1 /  x y
xy .x; y/ D
. C 1/ H

.12 . C 1/ y C31

y .x; y/ D

x2

2 .



– Displacements:
u.x; y/ D

v.x; y/ D

6 .6 . C 1/ x y C31 C . /  x y/ H C 6

6 .3 . C 1/ C31

.1

/ / .y 2

3 .


1/ x y 2 C . C 1/ x 3 C31 C .1
6EH

x 2 / H C 6 . C 1/ .3 x 2 y
6EH

y 3 / C31 C .1

/  .y 3

Bodies There is a family dependent on parameter C31 de X. This parameter deﬁnes
the abscissa of the base-end vertex.
– Vertices: V1 D .f .C31 /; H /I V2 D .0; 0/I V3 D . f .C31 /; H /. For a normal
steel (v. Table A.3), the real domain of f is approx . 0:43I 0:23/ with roots in the
extremes of the interval and in 0:1:
r q
2
2
10 136C31
20C31 C 1 300C31
3
fsteel .C31 / D
p
p
10 3C31
3
– Stress-free arcs. They have not analytical expressions. Drawing them it is clear
that there are solutions only for C31 2 Œ 0:165I 0:1.
The base width varies from 0,9 up to 1,4A. The height of all shapes is constant,
only depending on material properties, see Figure A.2.2. .
– Insurmountable size L: 0:5A
Provisional conclusion
After our research, we can claim nothing about Galileo’s question, in spite of all shapes
we found have unsurmountable size lesser than Galileo’s column, see Table A.3. But
at least we have tried to do the best: trying to refute our own conjectures. Maybe it is
possible to search on all the set of complex potentials with methods of high mathematics,
which of course are beyond of our knowledge.
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A.3 Formal definitions of Galileo’s problem
After all, we have two main hypothesis that we outline informally as follows:
Conjecture 1 A finite insurmountable size exists for a fairly large set of structural problems (not only for Galileo’s problem) when the self-weight and stress limit are taken in
consideration.
The second one is suggested for the results of our search in §A.2.2, and it is strongest that
the ﬁrst one:
Conjecture 2 In the case of original Galileo’s problem, the insurmountable size for a
solid column (without holes of any kind) is equal to the material scope, i.e., L D A.
To refute any of both hypothesis consists in showing a given problem —including
support, boundary conditions, and failure criterion on stresses— and a shape family for
structures that can solve it, that includes a shape of inﬁnite size (for conjecture 1) or size
greater than A (for conjecture 2).
A.3.1 The 2D Galileo’s problem
For the sake of simplicity let us consider a 2D-universe.
Problem 1 (Galileo, 1638) To find a y-symmetrical body of maximal height, placed in
the semi-plane y > 0 and supported in the y D 0 line, only bearing its own weight, of an
homogeneous, linear elastic material defined by Young’s Modulus E, Poisson’s modulus
, allowable compressive stress f and specific weight , and subjected to displacement
constraints v.x; 0/ D 0, u.0; y/ D 0, and to some criterion C on stresses, to be fulfilled
over all the body, that it can be expressed as:
CW

C .x; y/  f

8.x; y/ 2 body

(A.25)

The support line can be a surface with friction following Coulomb theory. Hence the
tangential stress is subjected to:
abs ..x; 0//  y

with   0

(A.26)

There is not additional fundamental constraints on shape, but someone can be imposed
for convenience.
The original Galileo column is simply a rectangular domain of height A and whatever
width w. The principal stresses are b D y D f .1 y  A/ and a D x D 0.
Further, the Von Mises stress is VM D f .1 y  A/.
If any one can envisaged a general proof of our conjectures, the related problems
would be directly solved. In any case else, the general formulation of the problem can
be stated as to ﬁnd out a shape with inﬁnite size or height, proving in this way that our
working hypothesis is false but being the shape of maximum scope determined. We think
on this class of problems as good candidates for some topology or shape optimisation
methods (Azegami, Fukumoto, and Aoyama, 2013; Navarrina et al., 2005; París et al.,
2010; Victoria, Martí, and Querin, 2009; Zheng, Chang, and Gea, 2009).
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A.3.2 Other related problems
As the general formulation can be hard to attack with available methods, we can suggest
some alternative problems which in our view could be equivalent (or at least approximately equivalent) to the original.
Let be V0 D Aw a given volume in the 2D-universe. We can consider the problem
of ﬁnding a shape with this given volume that maximise the height of the ﬁgure subject
to the same stress tensor constraint.
Perhaps the stress constraint can be replaced by minimising the (maximum or mean)
Von Mises stress in the volume, being the latter unbounded, and the total height of the
ﬁgure ﬁxed to a given value A. With this problem it should be the case that we will get solutions with maximum absolute Von Mises stress lesser than f , hence with appropriated
scaling we will get a solution higher than Galileo’s column.
Another approach arises from considering the calculus of the maximum scope of a
shape as a limit case. Let us consider an useful load at a height y D L > 0 as an uniform
load p along a width w0 . The problem is now to ﬁnd a shape of minimal weight in
equilibrium with p and its self-weight with the stress constraints as above. One additional
constraint on the shape will be that it must lie into the region limited by y  L and y  0.
If this problem can be solved, the structure scope L will be the limit of L when p ! 0
or w0 ! 0. Obviously, a solution is Galileo’s column of constant width equal to w0 , but
R w =2
is there another one? The useful load can be deﬁned too as P D w00 =2 p.x/ dx being
P a given constant. In this case the function p can be viewed as a design variable, or its
integral over w0 as an additional constraint on stresses.
More equivalents formulations can exist or can be proposed following these lines.
We think that a minimum compliance approach it is not equivalent to problems in
Galileo’s realm due to self-weight. But it could be the case that minimum compliance
objective leads to useful solutions that after appropriate scaling provide that the stress
constraint be fulﬁlled.

Conclusion
Galileo’s problem has theoretical interest for mathematics and very practical interest for
the structural design theory. It would be a benchmark problem for topology or shape
optimisation methods. Each diﬀerent stress constraint or material model (e.g., plasticity)
lead to new instances of the problem.
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Two coupled, Maxwell problems

F=2
Problem 1: The feasible solutions must be above this line
Problem 2: The feasible solutions must be below this line
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Problem 2: The feasible solutions must be above this line
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Solution by Torres Quevedo ( D 2:016)
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